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The evaluation of the potential impacts of water resouroe development upon
instream uses such as recreation and fisheries requires in the first instance a large
amount of information on the character and environment of the river channels
involved. A review of the various methods already in use for evaluating instream
flow needs indicates, that, despite a wide diversity of approaches, there are many
data requirements in oommon. Indeed, it is apparent that the intrinsic
characteristics of a river may be described independently of the paficular human
use of ooncern; in principle, description of the physical appearance of a river is a
relatively simple, though time-consuming, matter.

A data collection procedure is proposed which will provide all the data needed by
a specialist to assess the value of a given channel for instream uses. Data fall into
the following groups; (i) Geographic location; (ii) Channel environment and
seting; (iii) Channel hydraulic geometry; (iv) Sediment characteristics; (v)
Streamflow and water quality; (vi) Riparian vegetation. As an example the
procedure is applied to the Ashley River, Canterbury.
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lntroduction
Use of New Zealand's water resources for irrigation, hydro-electricity generation,

dilurion of pollutants and other purposes may modify the hydrologic regime of and
sediment transport along a river, and hence cause changes in the form and behaviour of the
channel. This in turn may affect the value of a river for such instream uses as water-based
recreation and fishing, as well as modifying the aesthetic quality of the river environment.

As part of the process of planning for water resource development, it is necessary to
have full information on the characteristics of a river channel in its undisturbed state, its
value for any instream uses, and the likely impact of development on these. In the past,
efforts to provide this type of information have usually been inadequate, primarily because

of a lack of awareness of the precise information required. Those personnel who have been
involved in data collection are not trained in specific disciplines such as fisheries biology
and recreation resource management, and cannot be expected to intuitively know what
parmeters are of importance and should be measured; even the specialists are not always
certain what to measure, nor how to measure it.

An alternative to collecting information needed by specific user grouPs is to collect data
that will characterise a river's present form and environment, its instream values, and its
likely response to development independently of these uses, and which will provide all the
informati,on that will be needed by any user group. A review of existing literature in a wide
range of disciplines indicates that there is in fact a substantial overlap in information needs,
and that a properly designed general procedure for data collection will provide the
information iequired by all. For example, information on the appearance and condition of
a river bank will provide data needed by a fish biologist to assess the amount of cover
available to fish, by a recreation resource manager to assess the aesthetic quality of a
riverscape as seen by a canoeist, or by a wildlife biologist to assess the amount of habitat
availablè for terrestrial birds, mammals, and other animals. Looked at in another way, it
seems that the characteristics of a river which control its suitability for a variety of instream
uses are intrinsic to the river, and may be measured or defined whether or not those uses

actually occur. fn essence, a river may be viewed as a three-dimensional body of water
whose dimensions (length, widths, depths) and other characteristics (velocities,
temperature, chemical characteristics) can be measured, just as for a block of wood. The
surfãces of the body of water (between the water and atmosphere above it and between the
water and the stream bed sediment below it) and the edges where those surfaces join (the
stream bank) can similarly be measured and described, just as for the block of wood. Of
course, a river is a very complex entity, far more so than a block of wood, so that its
description is by no means a simple problem of geometry. Nevertheless, there seems no
reason why a procedure cannot be developed for measuring, independently of the uses to
which it is put, the characteristics of a river, in the same way that the character of a block of
wood can be measured, whether it be used as firewood or turned into a piece of furniture.

4
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Purpose
The purpose of the present guidelines is to propose a general procedure for data

collection that can be applied to any river that is under consideration for water resource
development. The procedure is intended to describe in some detail the appearance and
other characteristics of the river and its environment, so that the present and potential
value of the river for any instream use may be defined, and changes in its characteristics
and instream values resulting from development may be predicted'

Because specialists in the relevant scientific disciplines such as fish biology are limited in
number, data collection must be by technical staff , such as staff of catchment authorities or
the Ministry of Works and Development, who are untrained in these specific fields. The
data will be used by the specialists and other user groups such as canoe clubs to make
estimates of the value of the river for their own areas of concern; the data must therefore
be in a comprehensible and readily used form, and must provide all the information
needed by the specialists and user groups. The procedure is not intended, however, to
provide the type of detailed information on the hydrologic characteristics of a river that is

required for water resource planning; where this is needed, as for example for preparation
of a water allocation plan, much additional data will have to be collected.

The procedure is based partly upon consideration of the best way of describing and
measuring a three-dimensional body of water and its boundaries, and partly upon a

synthesis of procedures already developed by workers in several disciplines, particularly
fish biology, recreation resource management, and geomorphology. Because information
needs in these areas have been defined in most detail, the procedure may show some bias
towards them, and characteristics of river channels that are significant for other possible
uses may not yet have been recognised. These guidelines are therefore exactly that; the
procedure will undoubtedly require future modification.

A general data collection procedure like the one proposed herein may provide some
information that is redundant for specific, immediate purposes. It is possible to omit those
parts that are clearly irrelevant in a given circumstance, but on the other hand use of the
whole procedure will ensure that a body of compatible, consistent data is built up which
u,ill permit future analysis for other purposes, While this is not the immediate aim, such
analyses would immensely enhance our ability to manage New Zealand's rivers in the most
efficient way.
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Review
Data to describe river channels have been collected by workers in a wide variety of

fields, and for many different purposes. To arrive at a basis for a general data collection
procedure it has been necessary to carry out an extensive review of the type of data
collected and the uses to which they have been put. The major points are brought out in
this review.

Factors to be Gonsidered
River engineers and geomorphologists have for many years routinely measured the

physical characteristics of river channels. A number of variables have been used (Hey
1978; Leopold et al. 1964); in a study of rivers in the South Island of New Zealand, Mosley
(1981a) considered the following variables as descriptors of the morphologic and
hydrologic character of river channels:

Cross-section
Cross-sectional area A
Wetted perimeter (: width) P
Hydraulic radius (: mean depth) R : A/P
Maximum depth DX
Width-depth ratio P/R
Shape factor DX/R
Relative roughness R/d^

Reach

Sinuosity
Water surface slope
Braiding index
Meander wavelength

Sediment in channel perimeter
Mean diameter of bed surface sediment
Median diameter of bed surface sediment dro
Representative diameter of bed surface sediment d-
(size at which 75Vo is finer)
Standard deviation of bed sediment diameter
Silt-clay percentage of bank sediment

Flood discharge var¡ables

Mean annual flood
Standard deviation of annual floods
Maximum recorded flood
Bankfull discharge

lnstantaneous flow variables
Mean discharge
Standard deviation of instantaneous flows
Median flow
Minimum recorded flow
Variabilityindexy¡ : (ln(Q,u) - ln(Q8.r) + (ln (es) -)ln (Qqs) )

4 6.6
(where Q16 is the discharge equalled or exceeded 76Vo of the
time, etc.)
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Canonical correlation analysis indicated that, for the sample of 72 rivers, nearly 70Vo of.

variation in channel morphology, as indexed by the cross-section and reach variables, was

accounted for by cross-sectional area, slope, and cross-section shape, even though
measurements were generally obtained for only the bankfull channel at a single
representative cross-section.

Although this type of data may adequately describe a river channel for the purpose of
analysing the relationship between channel morphology and the controlling factors of
water and sediment discharge, it does not provide sufficient information for such purposes
as fish habitat evaluation. A recent workshop (Smith 1979) on the US Fish and Wildlife
Service Instream Flow Group (IFG) methodology for evaluating instream flow
requirements concluded that thirteen factors must be considered in evaluating a stream
ecosystem. These were (in order of importance), depth, velocity, temperature, food
supply, riparian cover, and competition, and (of lesser, unranked, importance) predation,
substrate (bed material), dissolved oxygen, instream cover, nutrients, stream morphology,
and sediment load. The precise ranking of these factors would not receive universal
agreement, but they do appear to be sufficient to effectively characterise a given reach of
river, at least for ecologicaLibiological purposes. Recent work by Canadian hydrologists
has gone some way to characterising river channels at a more detailed level than had
formerly been attempted by hydrologists and geomorphologists. For example, in a report
documenting channel characteristics at 108 gauging stations in Alberta, Kellerhals et al.

Q972) assembled the following data:

1. cross-sections in the gauging station reach (34 cross-sections up and downstream, over
a reach length of up to 50 channel widths);

2. waler surface levels at each cross-section;
3. longitudinal profile of the streambed and water surface along the thalweg;
4. bed material samples;
5. descriptive notes on bank materials, vegetation, etc., and photographs of the reach.

Tabulated data included discharge, cross-sectional area, width, depth and mean velocity
for the surveyed and bankfull discharge, descriptions of the character of the surrounding
terrain, the valley, the stream channel itself (particularly channel pattern and bed and bank
materials), and the relationship of the channel to its valley. In addition, extensive
hydrologic data were tabulated to provide estimates of long-term, minimum and maximum
flows, and flood frequency estimates. Neill and Galay (1967) and Kellerhals et al. (1976)
have presented checklists of data requirements for characterising in a simple, qualitative
fashion, a river channel and its associated valley and surrounding terrain.

Nevertheless, even this level of detail may be inadequate for evaluation of suitability for
instream uses, because it excludes many less obvious factors which have been shown to be
important (Stalnaker and A¡nette 7976; Cortell and Associates 7977). Fisheries biologists
in particular have examined the relationships between a variety of river channel
chaiacteristics and the suitability of those rivers for use by a large number of fish species,
particularly salmonids and other sport fish, at different life stages. The knowledge thus
gained has been incorporated into methods for predicting fish population abundance under
a variety of conditions, and hence for predicting changes in fish populations in response to
changes in flow regime due to water resource development. The most sophisticated
appróaches so far developed are the "incremental method" of the US Fish and Wildlife
Sérvice Instream Flow Group (Bovee 1978a) and the "Habitat Quality Index" (HQI) work
of Binns and Eisermann (1979).

In the IFG method, the likelihood of a fish being present at a given point in a stream
channel is considered to be a function of the water depth, mean velocity, water
temperature, and bed sediment character (Bovee 1978b). The mean lvater depth, velocity
and sediment type in a channel reach are therefore of little relevance to the total fish
population in that reach, which is controlled by the precise distribution of depths,
veiocities and sediment types throughout. Bovee (1978b) provides tables of probability of
use by a number of species and life stages of habitats with given values of depth, velocity
and sêdiment type. By estimating the amount of habitat having different combinations of
depth, velocity ãnd sediment at a range of discharges, the user of the incremental method
máy estimate the total fish population in a reach at each discharge, and hence assess the
efféct of changing discharge on the population. This concentration uPon only a small
number of facórJhas been strongly criticised (Smith t979); other studies that are closely

I
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related to the HeI work demonstrate that other factors such as the availability of cover
aqu and roots)
mini 1972; White
lling mann (1979)

ngs

sk be significantly correlated with trout standing

in qualiiy index which explained 96Vo of the
Le ermined that most of the variation in numbers

ed ontana stream was accounted for by current

velocity and cover, and Glova and Mosley (in preparati-on) have found that the standing

.rop, óf a number of salmonid and native Ñew Zealand fish species in a sample of riffles in

the Ashley and Hurunui rivers also are related to the presence of instream cover (patches

of "white water"), among other things.
Less work has been done on the requirements for other instream uses, but Cortell and

of the oPtimum conditions for a variety
ng (wading and from the bank), boating
yaking, power boating, etc), swimming,

depths and velocities and channel widths are

ies a variety of other factors must also be

considered w of a given For

example, the cover along er's

suitability for r diving, wh and

rapids, óverh tions in the for
various types of boating.

In addiiion, the aest-hetic quality of the riverscape has received some consideration
(Hamill 1974;Leopold 1969; Morisãwa t97L). Hamill (1974) presented a matrix of factors

io be considered ànd rankings to be assigned to each at a given study site:

Physical
*Late summer streamflow
*Annual streamflow variation
*Maximum summer stream temperature
*Water velocity (mean in section)
Turbidity

*Percent cover
*Stream width
Stream depth
Stream morphology (?)

*Proportion of eroding banks
*Bed sediment character

Physical factors
Low flow water surface width
Low flow depth
Velocity
River pattern
Bed material
Bed slope
Drainage area
Stream order
Width of valley flat
Height of nearby hills

Human use and interest factors

Land flora diversity and condition
Presence of artificial control
Accessibility

Chemical
*Nitrate nitrogen
Total alkalinitY
Total phosPhorus
Total dissolved solids
pH

Biological
Stream bank vegetation

*Fish food abundance, diversity, type

Water Ouality factors
Water colour
Turbidity
Water condition (?)
Amount of algae
River fauna
Pollution evidence
Litter

9
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Diversity of local scene
Confinement of view and presence of vistas
Land use, degree of urban and industrial development
Presence of special views or historic features

Apart from the physical factors, which can be readily placed into classes on the basis of
simple measurement, the other factors are all ranked subjectively; the rankings may then
be combined into a overall "evaluation number" for a given site. Morisawa (1971) showed
that the results of this type of objective evaluation were closely related to subjective
assessments of scenic quality by members of the public.

Site Selection
The type and location of site selected for data collection has varied from study to study,

depending on the specific objectives, but three general approaches are commonly
followed.

Selection of a specific site of interest
Kellerhals et al. (1972) collected data along river reaches in Alberta in which stream flow

gauging stations had been established, while Drage and Carlson (1977) considered
locations in northern Canada at which pipeline river crossings were planned. Data might
be required at a specific location because, for example, a dam, reservoir, irrigation offtake,
bridge or other structure is planned.

Selection of a representat¡ve reach
Where information is required for a whole river, data may be collected for a reach that is

regarded as being representative of the "average" character of the river. This procedure
has been followed by, among others, Cochnauer (L976), Collings et al. (7972), Dooley
(1976) and Waters (1976). An alternative to subjectively selecting a representative reach is
to randomly select study sites from aerial photographs (Platts 7979) or to make
measurements at sites located at some pre-determined regular interval along the river-å
mile in the case of Herrington and Dunham (1967). Such sites are considered to be an
unbiassed sample of all possible sites in the river, and therefore are representative of the
average condition and the range of conditions found therein.

Selection of a critical reach

A number of studies have collected data at locations that are in some way critical
controls on the instream use under consideration. For example, White (1976) collected
data on a shallow, diagonal riffle to evaluate changes in ease of passage for sturgeon with
changing discharge, Lewis (1969) and Cooper (L976) made measurements in pools used by
adult trout for resting and feeding, and Swank and Phillips (1976) concentrated on
locations regarded as good habitat for fish spawning, rearing, and food production. Use of
the IFG computer-based method for predicting rilater surface profiles at a range of flows
requires at least one cross-section to be at a critical hydraulic control point at which the
depth-discharge rating curve can be established (Dooley 1976; Jowett and Wing 1980).

Basis for Data Collection
Most studies have relied upon cross-sections or transects as a basis for data collection,

but detailed procedures vary widely. Herrington and Dunham (1967) collected data for a
single cross-section at each site. Platts (L979) used five sross-sections spaced 15 m apart at
each site, while at the other end of the scale, Jowett (1980) used 23 cross-sections at 25 m
intervals in an application of the IFG incremental method to the Clutha River. Other
studies have used a varying number of cross-sections, commonly between 4 and 10
(Cochnauer 7976; Dooley 197ó; Waters7976; White L976). Collings et al. (1972) used their

10
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four measured cross-sections as a basis for drawing maps of their study reaches, while other
workers have taken this procedure to its logical conclusion and have prepared highly
detailed maps of their study reaches (Keller and Tally 1979; Mosley 1981b; Swanson and
Leinkaemper 1978).

Uses of Data
The data provided by the various procedures referred to above have been used in a

variety of ways, but basically there appear to be two fundamental objectives:

1. to describe the present characteristics of a river, that is, to provide an inventory
procedure;

2. to provide a basis for estimating the characteristics of a river under a set of conditions
that do not exist at the time of data collection, that is, to provide a predictive tool.

Thus, as an example of the first case, Herrington and Dunham (1967) required data to
"permit land managers and fisheries biologists to evaluate the fishery Potential of selected
stleams and diagnose basic deficiencies in fish habitat", and to "be used as a benchmark to
determine the magnitude of future changes that may occur", whereas in the second case
the IFG incremenlal method allows "quantification of the amount of potential habitat
available for a species and life history phase, in a given reach of stream, at different
streamflow regimès with different channel configurations and slopes" (Bovee L978a)'

It is important to distinguish between these two broad objectives because the data
collected for one will frequently be inappropriate for the other. The IFG and related
"incremental methodologies" which use a computer model to predict conditions in a

selected reach at a range of discharges, using data collected at only one discharge, can be
applied to only a relatively short reach, unless the river is unusually uniform in character.
This is because the incremental methodology, when it uses a comPuter program such as the
US Bureau of Reclamation Water Surface Profile (WSP) program. requires a number of
closely spaced cross-sections to adequately define the shape of the water surface and
stream bed. The more irregular the channel, the more cross-sections are necessary.
Clearly, then, without a massive investment of effort in cross-section surveys, the reach
that is used for incremental analysis is more or less unrepresentative of the river as a whole.
In fact, the more irregular or variable the river, the shorter and more unrepresentative
must the study reach become, as the cross-sections become more closely spaced. On the
other hand, cross-sections spaced at wide intervals along a river that are intended simply to
describe the full range of river environments are most likely too widely spaced for
extrapolation between them, and so cannot be used in the IFG incremental methodology.
In some circumstances, for instance in a major river with a flat sandy bed and constant
width, cross-sections established for one purpose may be usable for the other, but in most
cases this is unlikely, particularly in New Zealand, where rivers tend to be highly irregular
in shape and bed profile.

Another distinction between the two approaches is in the type and quantity of data
required. The various versions of the incremental method concentrate to a large extent on
intensive measurement of depths, velocities and bed sediment character at closely spaced
points along the cross-sections; atthough some other information is collected, for example
a description of the bank material and vegetation (Dooley 1976), it is very much
subordinate to the hydraulic data. As already noted, this has been a fundamental criticism
of the IFG incremental method, but it is not easy to see how other less easily quantified
factors can be incorporated into the method. On the other hand, those procedures
intended primarity to describe a reach of river may provide a large amount of information
on present conditions which cannot be used to predict conditions at other discharges, Such
factors as the amount of vegetation overhanging the water surface or the number of dead
limbs in the water cannot be included in the incremental approach to prediction, and
virtually no research has been carried out to show how they change with changing
discharge.

For the purpose of predicting changes in channel character, the "incremental method" is

becoming more and more widely used. A variety of procedures have been used; Waters
(1976), Swank and Philips (L976), Bishop and Scott (1973), and Collings et al. (1972) made
measurements of hydraulic conditions at a range of discharges and computed the area

11
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usable at each discharge for a particular use. Usable area was then plotted against the
measured discharges, to allow prediction of areas at other discharges. This procedure may
be called the 'regression method' of incremental analysis, and has been most recently
applied in New Zealand by Mosley (1981 d) to the Ohau River.

Bartschi (1976) made measurements at a single "index" discharge at sample cross-
sections; the water surface at index discharge was drawn on the plotted cross-sections, as

well as additional water-levels from bankfull to zero flow. For each of these the discharge
was calculated using the Manning equation, and wetted perimeter measured on the plotted
cross-sections. Again, usable area (proportional to wetted perimeter) was plotted as a
function of discharge. The most sophisticated version of the incremental method is the IFG
method described by Bovee (1978a) and used in the Tekapo and Clutha Rivers by Jowett
and Wing (1980) and Jowett (1980). Measurements of cross-section shape, water depth and
velocity, water surface slope and bed roughness at one discharge are used by a computer
program to predict, at other target discharges, the water surface profile and thence other
hydraulic characteristics. Information on fish preferences may then be used to estimate
usable areas at each discharge.

The regression and IFG methods of incremental analysis require apparently similar
information, but data collected for one are unusable for the other. The regression method
requires information at several discharges at a small number of representative cross-
sections, whereas the IFG method needs more detailed information at a larger number of
closely spaced cross-sections, but at only one discharge. Each method appears most
appropriate under certain conditions. Rather obviously, the IFG method requires access to
a computer system on which a water surface profile program is available or can be
accommodated (in New Zealand, most likely the Ministry of Works and Development
(1978) RIVERS-ROADS program package). This implies that the river involved is of
national or major importance, and/or that the project involves sufficiently large
expenditure that the expense of using a computer-based predictive model is justified.
Strictly speaking this type of model may be applied only to rivers which conform to a

number of more or less restrictive assumptions, the most important of which is that flow is
uniform. The ideal river would be a large, rather straight, single-thread channel with an
even bottom, and no large scale bed features like skew riffles to cause deviations in the
flow from the straight-downstream course. The most inappropriate case would be a
braided river in which flow is at all points converging and diverging in channels of
constantly varying width, and branching and joining in a series of separate channels. The
more the assumptions are violated, the less confidence can there be in prediction from the
single measured discharge, and the less extrapolation is possible (Prewitt 1981).

The regression method appears to be most appropriate for: (1) smaller streams whose
characteristics are highly variable from place to place, so that the closely spaced cross-
sections required for the IFG method would not be representative of the full range of
conditions present; (2) streams and rivers of any size in which flow is highly non-uniform
(that is, in strongly meandering or braided streams, or those which have pronounced skew
riffles and other large scale bed forms); (3) rivers which are not sufficiently important to
justify expenditure on use of a computer-based predictive model, or for which data can
rapidly and easily be collected over the range of discharges of interest.

In conclusion, it can be seen that data collection may be for one of three basic purposes:

1. to describe in detail the character of a river at the time the survey is carried out;
2. f.or use in the regression method of incremental analysis;
3. for use in the IFG method of incremental analysis.

In view of the criticisms levelled at incremental analysis (Smith 1979), it would appear that
a full description of the river of interest should in any case be carried out, but because the
information needs of the two methods of incremental analysis are different, a decision
must be made as to which (if either) is to be used. Criteria to be used in making that
decision are basically: (1) are staff and funds available for and does the project warrant use
of a computer-based predictive model; (2) is access to a computer available; (3) do
conditions conform to the assumptions that underlie use of a program to comPute water
surface profiles; (4) how much variability in form and how many different aquatic sub-
environments are present in the river; (5) is it more feasibte to collect data at several
discharges at a small number of representative (or randomly chosen) cross-sections, or at
one discharge at a larger number of cross-sections; (6) can data be collected at or near to
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the discharge(s) of greatest concern (e.g., proposed minimum flow after abstraction)? The

final decisiõ"iúo"tã be made in conìullati-on with experienced users of the methods (e'g',

.iufi "t 
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, or Ministry of rù/orks and Development)'

Discussion
at is based on (1) a consideration from first
be a body of water and its surroundings and
r work. These data will provide a detailed
and a basis for application of the regression
llected at several different discharges. If the

IFG method ons will
be required; thod of

incrementa¡ Present
procedure, it rtheless

be collected.

Selection of Study Reach
nt such as a dam is under consideration, the

tigator. In most cases' however, water
is too long to be studied in its entirety,
of river channel, or abstraction for

the site of the offtake to at least the next
n, the characteristics of only a fraction of the

The river should first be divided into a ser
interpretation of aerial photographs to
charãcteristics such as active channel wid
width), degree of braiding, sinousity and radius of ct
kind áî vJgetation along"the banks-, remain constant (Mollard 1973)' For example, the

Ashley Riv-er, North Cãnterbury, may be divided into five homogeneous sections:

(1) from the mouth to 8 km vhich the river is narrow, slightly sinuous with a
' 'single thread channel (o r) winding across a wide gravel bed, with

banks lined with dense
(2) from 8 km from the mouth to the confluen< e with the Okuku River, in which the river

has a wide, unstable gravel bed with multiple, braided channels at low flow, and banks

which are in places l'íned with willows but frequently are covered in grass, scrub, or

scattered trees;
(3) irom the confluence with the Okuku to the mouth of Ashley Gorge, in which the river

is similar to section (2), but narrower;
(4) is generally single-thread, and with a course

(5) has a steep, cobble bed with a tendency to
glacial terraces with a cover of tussock and

introduced glasses'

A study reach rePresentative of ected in a variety

of ways. if each section is truly h representative as

another; the most convenient aîd lection is to find

1 river and áesignate: îïJlaÏJ:ï"il"l
t nt of access, both be

crossing point, and because the bridge itself or any as

charactãi of the reach. It might also be noted here
also be treated with suspiciõn, because of, for example, bedrock control).
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The objection may be raised that data collected in a single study reach, even if the reach
has been randomly selected, apply only to that reach, and that the investigator cannot
determine his level of confidence that they are in fact representative of the whole section of
river. If a statistically precise result is required, therefore, a sample of all possible study
reaches must be drawn; in othe¡ words, data must be collected for more than one reach, so
that between-reach variability can be assessed and confidence limits be assigned to the
attributes that are measured. Depending on the degree of variability exhibited by these
attributes, a sample of five or more study reaches may prove to be necessary (Waters
1976); the investigator may find himself surveying the whole river, and will certainly
increase the cost of his survey in proportion to the number of study reaches selected. The
precision gained seems unlikely to justify the extra cost involved in most cases.

In some circumstances, data may be required for a particular type of location, and
selection of a study reach by a random or quasi-random procedure may have a low
probability of including it. For example, the investigator may be particularly interested in
the effect of changing discharge on salmonid spawning gtounds in a given river, and knows
the precise locations actually used for spawning. In this case, the most sensible selection
procedure is to choose one (or preferably more) of the known spawning grounds for
detailed study (the possibility that changing hydrologic regime may make suitable other
locations not presently used for spawning must not be overlooked). In addition to this
chosen "optimum" reach, however, it is advisable also to randomly or quasi-randomly
select a reach that is representative of "average" conditions along the river.

During the process of selecting study reaches, representatives of all organisations
involved with or interested in the study (MWD, catchment authority, Fisheries Research
Division) should meet to ensure that the choice of reach is acceptable for all purposes;
consultation with other interested parties (acclimatisation society, canoe clubs) is
desirable. Agreement is also required on the timing of the study, the contribution of each
organisation and the duties of individual staff, the number of different flows at which data
would be collected, the number of cross-sections required, and other related matters.

Extent of Study Reach
The river attributes of interest-channel widths, degree of braiding, bank vegetation,

and so on--differ widely from river to river in their degree of within-reach variability. It is
therefore difficult to stipulate universal guidelines for the extent of study reach needed to
include the full range of conditions found in the section of river which it represents. Where
regularly repeating features such as riffles, pools or meanders are present, the reach should
ideally include at least three; this implies a reach length of about 15 bankfull channel
widths, since such features tend to be spaced at intervals of 5 channel widths. Ffowever, not
all rivers have such repeating features, and to specify required reach length as, say, 15
bankfull widths might produce an impractically long reach. For example, for a wide,
braided river like the Rakaia, a reach length equal to 15 bankfull channel widths would be
over 20 km.

Instead, the investigator must define the limits of his study reach with the following
guidelines in mind: (1) that all the geomorphic features or aquatic sub-environments
(riffles, pools, etc.) present in the section of river are represented in the reach in
proPortion to their occurrence in the whole river section, and (2) that the reach
encomPasses at least two of each such feature. To avoid bias the reach length should be
determined from study of aerial photographs of the river rather than in the field. The limits
of the reach should be set at equal distances up and down river from the point of access
chosen as the centre of the reach.

Data Requirement and Source Materials
To adequately describe the study reach and its environment, information is required in

the following six groups:
I-Geographic location;
Il-Channel environment and setting:
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Ill-Channel hydraulic geometry;
IV-Bed sediment characteristics;
V-Streamflow and water quality;

Vl-Riparian vegetation.
Specific requirements in each of these goups are detailed below. It is expected that a short
report will be prepared for each site surveyed by the staff of the organisation carrying out
data collection. If the IFG method of incremental analysis is to be used, additional data are
required, and are dicussed later in the section on IFG information needs. As with any
analysis of natural resources, consultation of other documents-particularly aerial
photographs, geologic maps, and worksheets of the New Zealand Land Resource
Inventory-is necessary both before and during data collection (see Cortell and Associates
(1977) for a full discussion of the utility of such documents). However, the procedure is
essentially field-oriented, and will require several man-days' field work to complete, the
precise number depending, of course, on river size. Because so many factors other than
river character and size-accessibility, weather conditions, number and experience of staff ,
etc.-are involved, no attempt is made here to indicate the amount of time required to
conduct a reach survey. It is assumed that any staff instructed to organise a survey will
already have sufficient experience of this type of work as to have no difficulty estimating
labour requirements.

Data Collection
The precise procedure for data collection will depend to some extent on the objective of

the survey, that is, whether it is to be used simply to objectively describe the river (for the
purposes of research, perhaps) or to aid in evaluating the environmental impacts of a
modification of hydrologic regime. However, in either case, all available hydrologic data
should be reviewed first, and aerial photographs studied in detail. The field work is most
appropriately carried out during the summer low flow period, because at present most
concern appears to be focussed on the impacts of water resource development on low flow
conditions. Channel survey work is also easiest and most pleasant at this time of year, and
discharge is likely to be most stable.

A check list is appended (Appendix 1) which summarises the steps in the whole survey
and suggests field equipment needed. Appendix 6 presents an example of the data
collected by this procedure, for the Ashley River; reference to the example should clarify
any questions arising from the text. If the regression method of incremental analysis is to
be used to evaluate the impact of flow abstraction on the river environment, many of the
data discussed below will need to be collected at several (three or four) different
discharges. This is most effectively done on the falling stages of a small, late summer fresh.
In this case, the study reach must be visited beforehand and cross-section lines clearly
marked; other tasks such as collection of sediment samples may also be undertaken. When
a suitable fresh occurs, the survey party must then visit the site and make those
measurements which are dependent on water stage (that is, depth and velocity
measurements, recording of the characteristics of channel sub-environments such as pools
and riffles, measurements of bank overhang and other elements which constitute fish
cover). Since this information must be related to a specified discharge, it must be collected
as rapidly as possible so that discharge does not change excessively. A four-man team
working for 1 day is therefore preferable to a two-man team for 2 days. After the stage-
dependent data have been collected, the other tasks such as cross-section survey may be
completed at leisure, although before another fresh is able to modify bed morphology.

Geographic Location
For each reach surveyed, a location map (based on the NZMS 18, NZMS 1 or NZMS

260 topographic maps) should be prepared, and the following information (obtainable
from NZMS 1 maps) should be tabulated:

- Name of river and location of reach, and extent of the homogeneous section of river of
which the reach is representative.
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Grid reference and latitude/longitude.
Catchment area upstream of the centre of the reach.
Elevation of the study reach.
Distance from the sea and from the head of the catchment.
Maximum catchment elevation, and elevation of the point halfway from the study reach
to the head of the catchment.

Reach Environment and Setting
Appendix 2 presents a check list, based on variable lists suggested by Kellerhals et ¿1.

(1976), Leopold (1969), and Neill and Galay (1967), of information that documents the
general environmental setting of the suney reach. In most cases, a code number is simply
circled to indicate the character of the reach; in some cases more than one number should
be circled, e.g., where more than one vegetation type is found on the flood plain. The
check list may be largely completed in the field, and should require only a few minutes.
Some factors will need to be obtained from other documents, a.8., the valley
measurements, lithology and land capability classes. The measured reach Parameters are
obtained from aerial photographs, except for bed slope, which is obtained by field survey.

Most entries on the check list are self-explanatory; brief notes for the others are included
in Appendix 2. In the final report, the checklist should be presented as completed,
together with any narrative text considered necessary to enlarge on specific points, and
with ground photographs (if possible, including some taken from nearby high ground) to
provide a general view of the reach. If possible, a recent vertical aerial photograph should
also be included.

Hydraulic Geometry
Cross-sestion layout

The basis of collection of hydraulic geometry data is a series of cross-sections established
in the study reach. Because water depths and velocities and other morphologic attributes
cannot be measured at every point in the reach, some sampling scheme must be used:
although there are a number of possibilities, survey of and data collection along cross-
sections is conventionally used, and has many advantages. It may be regarded as a form of
stratified random sampling, if the cross-sections are established in such a way that no
subjective bias is introduced in their selection (e.9., by avoiding deep pools because they
cannot be waded, or by ensuring that a cross-section intersects a deep pool because "a
deep pool ought to be included in the suwey"). At least five, and preferably nine, cross-
sections should be included in the study reach, to ensure that all sub-environments have a
reasonable chance of being selected. The number of cross-sections must, of course, be
controlled by the size of the river, the between-section variability and the number of man-
days that can be committed to the survey. Unfortunately, no data are available to indicate
the number needed to attain a specific coefficient of variation (CV) of any attribute such as

channel width (CV : standard deviation/mean, and is a measure of the relative variability
of the attribute). The only guideline that can be given is that the more variable the form of
the channel, the more cross-sections are likely to be required, particularly when large-scale
bed features such as riffles and pools are Present.

When a decision has been made as to the number of cross-sections that can be surveyed
by available staff , they should be laid out at equal distances (along one bank) through the
length of the study reach, one at the centre (at the access point) and an equal number
either side. There seems to be no reason to introduce the added complication of randomly
locating the cross-sections; setting them at equal distances apart introduces no bias on the
part of the investigator, and there is little likelihood that a repeating geomorphic feature
(riffle, pool, etc.) will have a constant wavelength precisely equal to the cross-section
spacing. There should be absolutely no effort to select favourable sites for surveying; the
objective is to obtain a quasi-random picture of the overall morphometric characte¡ of the
reach. Each cross-section should be established perpendicular to the bankfull channel,
using aerial photographs (notfield inspection, which may introduce serious error or bias).
In many cases the cross-section will therefore cross the low water channel at an angle other
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than 90', but this is not a drawback, as the objective is to use the cross-sections as a
sampling grid for making point measurements of water velocity, etc.

Topographic survey of cross-sect¡ons
The end points of each cross-section should be established well back from the bankfull

channel limits, marked with hardwood stakes on the ground, and also marked on a recent
aerial photograph of the reach. A complete survey of the cross-section endpoints (relative
elevation and locations) should be carried out and an accurate plan drawn, so that bed and
\¡/ater surface slopes through the reach may be computed. This survey should form the
basis of a detailed sketch map showing the location of the cross-sections with respect to
streambanks, low flow channels, islands, bars, etc., possibly with contours.

Topographic surveys, using standard survey procedures with level, theodolite or
tacheometer, are required along at least five cross-sections (where more have been
marked); but more are desirable to obtain a valid sample of the whole river bed area. On a
narrow river where one cross-section may be surveyed in only 10-15 minutes, little time
would be saved by reducing the number of cross-sections, but the value of the whole survey
could be reduced significantly. Enough elevation readings should be taken to define the
form of the river bed in some detail. The precise number will vary with size of channel, but
significant changes in transverse slope along the section should be recorded. It takes little
extra time to make more readings, so more should be made when in doubt, to avoid a
return visit. Particular attention should be paid to defining the flood plain level and
bankfull channel elevations at each cross-section, while in the field, as these may be
difficult to identify back in the office. Note should also be taken of the edges of all low
water channels (including pools and backwaters) that are intersected, and details such as
type of vegetation (e.g., gorse/broom scrub; grassy flat; bare gravel) or geomorphic feature
(e,g., island; low bar).

All surveyed cross-sections should be plotted at an appropriate scale to accompany the
plan of the reach. In addition, for each cross-section, the following variables should be
computed for the discharge at the time of the survey and for bankfull discharge:

Water surface slope S

Cross-sectional area A
Water surface width and wetted perimeter P
Mean depth and hydraulic radius R
Maximum depth
Mean velocity (discharge/cross-sectional area)

The bankfull channel may be defined simply by extrapolating from bank to bank on the
plotted cross-sections, and bankfull discharge (Qur) estimated using the relationship
(Mosley 1979)

Qur : 9.91 ¡r'zt (P/R¡o'zz5o'rz
(This relation was developed for South Island rivers, and has not yet been verified in the
North Island. It is, however, similar to one proposed by Williams (1978).)

The mean and standard deviation for each variable should be computed, and all data
(individual values, mean, and standard deviation for each variable at the two discharges)
tabulated.

Topographic survey of longitudinal profile
A longitudinal profile should be surveyed along the thalweg (line of maximum depth) of

the low water channel in the study reach. Both stream bed and low water surface profiles
should be plotted at an appropriate scale, and the bankfull water-level at each cross-section
transferred from the cross-section drawings, so that the bankfull water surface slope may
be drawn in. The survey of the longitudinal profile must, of course, be tied in with the
survey of the cross-section end-markers, and may be done simultaneously.

Water velocities and depths
Along every cross-section line, water velocities and depths should be measured in a/llow

flow channels (including backwaters and isolated ponds in which velocity is zero). Standard
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measurement techniques should be used, that is, current meter measurement at 0.6 depth
where possible, or timing of floats where the water is too shallow or too deep for using a
current meter. In some circumstances it may be desirable or convenient to measure
velocity at a constant depth, e.g., 10 cm above the bed, as well as or instead of at 0.6
depth, It should be noted, however, that estimation is possible of velocity at one point in
thè vertical from the velocity measured at another, if water depth is known and velocities
are assumed to be distributed logarithmically. The velocity measurements should be done
along the cross-section line rather than perpendicular to the channel, as their objective is to
provide a representative sample of water velocities in the reach, not to measure discharge.
Flowever, the angle that the current makes to the cross-section should be noted. A
desirable number of measurements for the whole reach (all cross-sections combined) is at
least 150; standard gauging procedure is to aim for at least 15 measurements Per channel,
but for present purposes there is little need to make measurements at points more closely
spaced than 0.5 m. Measurements do not need to be at a constant spacing along all cross-
sections, but the spacing must be measured.

Discharge should be measured at an appropriate location in the reach, using normal
gauging teèhniques, to provide a reference to which all the other data may be related. If
óne of the established cross-sections provides a good gauging site, then the data collected
there are sufficient.

If the survey is to provide a basis for application of the regression method of incremental
analysis, the data in this and the preceding section (topographic survey of longitudinal
profile) must be collected at several discharges.

A matrix of depth and velocity values should be prepared to show the relative frequency
in the reach of water having different combinations of these two attributes. Each
measurement point represents an area of water surface in the reach whose extent is equal
to the produciof the distance between cross-sections (a constant value through the reach)
and thè spacing of measurement points along the cross-sections (which may not b€
constant). For example, in a braided reach with cross-sections spaced at 100 m intervals
measurements \pere made across the 20 m wide main channel at 2 m intervals. Each
measurement therefore represents 1@ x 2 : 200 m2 of water surface. In a 5 m wide side
channel, however, measurements were made every 0.5 m; each measurement represents
0.5 x 100 : 50 m2 of water surface. If individual measurements are not weighted in this
fashion, the true distribution of depth and velocity in the reach will be seriously distorted.

Each measurement should be assigned to a depth-velocity class, and the total areas in
each class accumulated. Choice of the class boundaries depends to some extent on the
maximum depth and velocity observed; where a maximum depth of 1.5 m is measured,
depth class boundaries of 0{.09 m, 0.1{.19 m, etc., are convenient and give 15 classes.

Thìs procedure will also provide the information necessary to prepare independent
frequéncy distributions of water depth and velocity; these distributions may be presented
in the form of tables, histograms, or cumulative frequency curves (either as a percentage of
the total water surface area, or as an actual estimated r¡/ater surface area). Accumulation of
all class totals will provide an estimate of total water surface area in the reach; this should
be equal to the estimate given by computing the product of reach length x mean water
surface width.

Gharaster of the water sudace
During the programme of velocity and depth measurements, information should be

collected on the character of the water surface (still, wavy, broken, aerated (white), weed-
covered) and on the occurence of aerated water ("white water"), which may provide
cover for fish (Fig. 1). The character of the water surface should be specified at each
velocity measurement point, and the length of each segment of white water intersected by
the cross-section line should be measured. By adding up the total length of the cross-
section lines which cross white water and the overall length of water surface intersected by
the cross-sections, the percentage of the total water surface area of the reach which is
composed of white water may be estimated. The number (per hectare of water surface) of
distinct patches of white rflater for the whole reach should if possible also be determined,
although this may be somewhat difficult where, for example, large continuous areas of
white water exist on major riffles.
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The number of observations in each water surface type class (weighted for cross-section
and measurement point spacings, as in the preceding section) should be accumulated, and
the proportion of each in the study reach should be tabulated.

Figure I A section of the Glenroy River with numerous patches of white water, mostly associated with
boulders that almost break the surface. The patches of white water and eddies below
boulders constitute good cover and resting spots for fish.

Aquatic sub-env¡ronments
Each channel (including backwaters and ponds) intersected by the cross-sestion lines

should be classified into type (riffle, pool, torrent, run, backwater, isolated pond-see
below), and its width measured. The widths in each type should be accumulated, and
multiplied by cross-section spacing to provide an estimate of the total area of the reach
included in that type. The percentage of the total water surface area in the reach in each
type should also be computed, and tabulated.

The cross-section surveys provide data for a quasi-random sample of locations within the
channel. This results in the lumping together of differenttypesof sites, e.g., inpools and
riffles, but interest may for some purposes be concentrated on specific features. For
example, to evaluate ease of passage for a "Canadian" canoe information is required
specifically on depths over riffles, and available water surface width for a given depth.

Accordingly, such features must themselves be identified, sampled and characterised;
the representative reach should be used for this purpose, with extension beyond its limits if
an insufficiently large number of the features of interest are to be found in the reach. At
least five samples of each feature should be examined to provide a reliable estimate of their
average characteristics, and of their variability in the study reach. A number of channel
sub-environments have been identified in a river-riffle, pool, backwater, isolated pond,
run, and torrent (Fisheries Research Division, Freshwater Fish Survey card). It is difficult
to precisely define these in such a way that any location in a channel may be assigned
unequivocally to one type; in particular, drawing the boundary between two types may
present problems. Of course, not all of these sub-environments are necessarily represented
in a given section of the river.

Riffle Riffles are areas of shallow, usually broken and rapidly moving water, generally
composed of coarse sediment (gravel-size particles and coarser). Frequently, riffles are
angled across the channel (an alternative name is skew shoals) and form an abrupt step
in the bed and water surface profile (Fig. 2). The downstream edge of the riffle is usually
clearly defined, but the stream bed on the upstream edge often grades steadily from the
pool next upstream to the head of the riffle and definition of the boundary is difficult. At
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low flows, much of a riffle may become emergent, and form a long bouldcr bank across
the river with flow concentrated into a number of small chute channels over the bank
(Fig. 3).

Figure 2 A small riffle in the Ashley River, looking upstream from beside a pool immediately
below.

Figure 3 A riffle in the Ohau River. ln places the flow is almost perpendicular to the overall channel
direction, as water passes down chutes across the steep boulder bank that forms the
riffle.
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Pool Pools are areas of slowly moving water with greater,than average depth,
commonly found at meander bends or downstream from riffles (Fig. a).
Backwater A backwater is an area of still water connected to but not part of the main
low flow channel (Fig. 5). It is generally the location of a former course of the main
channel, or of a channel that is active during flood stages only. Commonly, the
backwater is connected to the main channel at its downstream end; water flows into it by
seeping from the gravel of the stream bed, and flows into the main channel.
Torrent A torrent may best be described as a continuous riffle, in which the water is
fast, highly turbulent, and commonly shallow, with emergent boulders (Fig. 6).
Run A run is any part of the channel which does not fall obviously into one of the other
types; it is not distinctive in any way but is characterised by water moving at slow or
moderate speed, with a calm or rippled surface and widths and depths which are close to
the average for the channel as a whole (Fig. 7). Thus, while riffles and pools are extreme
cases when considered in terms of velocity and depth, a run may be regarded as
"average".
Isolated Pond An isolated pond is simply a body of standing water in the river bed
which is not connected to nor accessible from the main channel.

Figure 4 A pool in the Ashley River, distinguishable from the riffles up and downstream from the
smoother and horizontal water surface. The riffles are steeper, shallower, and have a
broken water surface.
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Figure 5 A backwater in the Ohau River. lt would have been at the foot of a riffle during higher

discharge but is now connected to the main channel only at its downstream end (lower
left).

Examples of each sub-environment should be randomly selected; the easiest method is
perhaps to select any that are located on a surveyed cross-section, starting at the middle of
the reach and working out\¡iards. If too few are selected, then those located between cross-

sections may be taken, again starting at the middle of the reach and working outwards, if
necessary, beyond the reach.
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Figure 6 A torrent section on the Gowan River, looking upstream.
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Data collection for all sub-environments is basically the same; \¡/ater depth, water

velocity, water surface condition and becl sediment are determined at about 50 points

within Lach example (of course, water velocity will be zero in pools and some backwaters,

and bed sediment chàracter anrl water surface condition may be the same throughout).

Selection of points should be based on transects spaced at equal intervals through each

selected feature; the process of laying out tht transects provides measures of length, mean

width and surface area of the featlrei. Depending on the shape of each feature, from 4 to

10 transects, each with an appropriate number of measurement points, will be an adequate

base. The transects should be perpendicular to the direction of flow at each point;

neighbouring transects may therefore not be parallel'
Fãr each iub-environment type, the following data are required:

1. Number per kilomerre of channel (obtained by counting the number in the study

reach).
2. propórtion of total water surface area (obtained using the lengths of each intersected by

the reach cross-sections).

For each example surveyed, the following data should be obtained:

Frequency distributions (by percentage of total area covered) of depth, velocity and Lred

sediment, and a joint tabulation of depth and velocity'
Length, total water surface area, mean width'
Tabirlation of water surface condition, and number of occurrences of white water'

Water surface slope (obtained by level survey)'
PhotograPh.
If the 

-duiu 
ur" to be used in the IFG incremental method (see this section on pp. 27-28),

a plan of the end points of the transects and relative elevations of the water surface at

"u"h 
tru.r."ct for ihose riffles, pools, and runs to be included in the anaylsis'

In addition, specific information is required for some sub-environment types:

Riffles At the head of the riffle, on the arc along which flow is shallowest, total water

surface width (perpendicular to the flow lines at all points), maximum flow depth, mean

flow depth, uttä *ìdth of water surface over which flow depth exceeds 0'1,02,0.3,0.4'
0.5 m. ih"." data are best obtained by measuring depth every L m along the head of the

riffle, and provide information on the minimum depth of water available for passage by

fish and boats.

1,.

2.
J.
4.
5.
6.
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Backwatcrs At the point where the backwater connects to the main channel, the
maximum water depth in the shallowest cross-section.

Torrents Number of emergent boulders per square metre of torrent (which, of course,
need not be a whole number).

For each sub-environment t¡pe, the data should be combined (i.e., frequency
distributions for velocity, etc., are plotted on the same graphs; values for surface atea, etc.,
are tabulated together and means and standard deviations computed for all features
sampled).

Measurement of Cover
The presence of cover is a major determinant of the value of a river for fish habitat

(Lewis L969), and its accurate determination is therefore essential. A variety of different
types of cover may exist: viz deep, slow-moving water; coarse bottom sediment; white
water; olerhanging banks; overhanging vegetation; submerged and partially submerged
logs and branches; aquatic vegetation; turbidity. Informatiõn on some of ihese witfUe
provided by the cross-section surveys and flow velocity determinations, but for others must
be obtained specially.

Deep \ilater The proportion and anrount of deep water in the study reach may be
obtained from the cross-section surveys. A frequency distribution graph or histogram of
water depths should be prepared, on the assumption that the water depths along the
surveyed cross-sections are a representative sample of the whole reach. For example,
Fig. 4 (Appendix 6) shows, for the Ashley River survey reach, that only 4Vo of. the
combined length of the surveyed cross-sections (hence by inference, 4Vo of the water
surface area in the reach) has water deeper than 0.5 m. Given that the mean water
surface wid .5 m and the reach is 1640 m long, the
total water x 1640 :77 x)o m2 ç7.19 ha) and the
area of wat 77 90O x 0.04 :31L6 m2 or 3Ll6/t.æ: 1900 m2 esentation of the depth data in frequency
distribution form permits similar computations for any other depth of interest.

- Bottom Sediment Again, presentation in frequency distribution form of the sediment
size distribution data obtained during velocity measurements (see section on Sediment
Cha¡acteristics pp. 25-26) permits estimation of the proportion and absolute amount of
the stream bed covered by material of a specified size. For example, Table 9 (Appendix
6) shows, for the survey reach in the Ashley River, that36Vo of the combined submerged
length of the cross-sections is covered by material of size small cobble or greater
(>64 mm). Sampling and measurement of the sediment submerged in the channel, using

'the data form A in Appendix 4, provides similar but more detailed information. For
example, Fig. 7 of Appendix 6 shows, for selected riffles in the same reach, that 56Vo-
97Vo of. the bed surface is covered by material coarser than 64 mm. These data are more
precise and reliable than those collected during gauging, but are more difficult to obtain

'in deep or rapidly flowing water.

Whit€ Water Information on the propofion of the water surface composed of white
water is collected during flow velocity measurement.

Overhanging Bantrs and Vegetadon Over the full length of both banks of the survey
reach, information should be collected on the characteristics of the banks and of the
vegetation on the banks; the perimeter of islands should, of course, be included. Basic
measurements to be made using a tape are:
1. Length of the survey reach.
2. Total length of bank in the reach.
3. Total length of bank in the reach at the foot of which there is water (i.e., low flow

channel, backwater or pool).
4. Total length of overhanging bank.
5. Total length of eroding bank.
A data collection card has been designed for this purpose (Appendix 3); its use is self-
explanatory and all terms are defined thereon.
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Amounts of overhang are measured at intervals along the banks, using a staff, the

spacing of the measurement points should b
made. Most will probably be zero (that is,
river). Knowledge of the length of bank and
of the absolute length of bank with a give
water surface overhung by stream bank. For example, if measurements of overhang are

taken every 5 m along a hypothetical section of bank 30 m long, then the area may be

computed by:
Lensth Over Area Ove¡x -wãté(m) water (m2)

Measurement Width Over
Number Water (m)

1
a

3
4
5
6

0.2
0.6
o.7
0.4
0
0

t5
5
5
5
5

5

1.0
3,0
3.5
2.0
0
0

Total 9.5 m2

This gives a total estimated area of water surface of 9.5 m2; similar comPutations for

other sections of bank will give a total value for the whole reach, and these may be

summarised in the form of a table or a graphical frequency distribution of width of

overhang.
A procedure g

vegetation. Be e

surface, etc., it s

categories (Appendix 3)' Only the total are

v-geiation àf ãä"n typ"i. of interest, and a frequency distribution of width of overhang

is not needed.

submerged and Partially submerged Logs ald B-ranches, etc. The number of

o""urr"ñ."s and the totai water s,rrTa." areã affected in the reach should be noted'

Sediment Characteristics
During the cross-section surveys, the

Appendix 4) at each set-uP point within
thè stream bed. BY making an entry in
totals for nine stream bed types can be simp
procedure
along the
should be
should be vicinity of, rather than precisely at' the

measurement points should be classified'
The charactär class determinations may be used to obtain an estimate of the overall

stream bed character in the reach (for the wtrote bed from the cross-section survey, and for
ity measurements)' Each determination must
cross-section of which it is representative, by
rval. For example, in a large channel with
each measurement point is rePresentative of

spacing in a nearby minor channel. In the
RppenAix 4, therefore, each determination
bút-as the length across the cross-section tha
woutd be either 4.0 or 1.0' Once the cross-

'count' column for each tyPe are summed i
width in metres 

"ttutu.t"tited 
by that particular type. An overall total may then be

obtained, and percentages of the oïerall tõtal computed for.each class' Where tacheometry

is being used f'or 
" 

.roír-r".tion survey, this procèdure is impracticable. However, in this
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circumstance the stream bed is probably extensive and a large number of staff set-up points
will be used. These may be taken to be an acceptable representative sample of thé slream
bed, and character determinations may be made without weighting each for its
representative width. Thus, a tick may be entered in the 'count' column, in the appropriate
bed type class, for each determination, and these ticks summed in the 'totãi in class'
column.

More detailed surveys of bed sediment should also be carried out for the examples of
aquatic sub-environments selected, and also for selected emergent sub-environmenis such
as gravel bars. The Wolman sampling method (Wolman 1954) is used, with the data form
A in Appendix 4, to provide more detailed information than that given by the cross-section
and transect surveys. V/ithin each selected sub-environment (which mult be delimited on
the sketch map of the cross-sections), 6G70 particles are collected and their sizes estimated
and noted on the data form A (Appendix 4). Collection is best done by pacing, with eyes
closed, across the sampling area; at each pace, a fingeris extended verticãtly to the groúnd
surface and the first particle touched is selected. The particle size is theñ estimaled by
comparing it with square holes cut in an aluminium or plywood plate which have the same
dimensions as the mesh of a set of sieves (frôm I mm square to
256 mm square; see C of Appendix 4). Photographs of the sampling locations should be
taken; each photograph should include a small blackboard wiih plrtinent information
written on it and a staff to provide an indication of scale. In addition, a bulk sample of the
sub-bed material should be taken and returned to the office for conventional sieve analysis.
An effof should be made to ensure that the sample represents the "average" bed matãrial
load, although in a gravel-bedded river this is not easy.

Measurement of suspended sediment load and bed load as part of the present survey
procedure cannot be justified, and the many equations that have been proþosed overseas
to estimate sediment loads have not been adequately tested in New Zealand rivers.
However, many rivers do have suspended sediment concentration data available and filed
on the MWD TIDFDA system; these data may be obtained from the lvtWD. Although
data are unlikely to have been collected at a given survey reach, they may be available foia
nearby site on the same river, and may thus give a general indication of the suspended
sediment regime at the reach. All available New Zealand sediment load data are currently
being analysed by staff of MWD, and general predictive equations appropriate to locál
conditions should result that are applicable to sites at which no data havè been collected.

Streamflow and Water Ouality
Discharge

A number of indices have been proposed to characterise the hydrologic regime of a
river; most of these require a flow record from a water-level recorder. Wheie a study reach
is near to a flow recorder with an acceptable length of record (preferably ten yeais), the
following parameters give a good general indication of hydroiogic regime:

Mean annual flood Qn,"
Standard deviation of annual floods
Mean discharge Q6",
Standard deviation of instantaneous
Maximum recorded flow
Minimum recorded flow

Qatsd

discharges Q.¿

In_addition, a plotted instantaneous flow duration curve should be prepared.
Where no discharge data are available, some of the parameters may Ue estimated.

Mosley (L97Ð presents equations to estimate, for South Island rivers, e..¡, e.ir¿, e6¿r, and
Qr¿ from information derivable from the cross-section surveys, and BeaË[è anã-McKerchar
(1981) describe a procedure for estimating Q..¡ and a flóod frequency curve.

Water Temperature

-. Y-u,gt temPerature is an important consideration in evaluation of a river's suitability for
fish habitat and recreational use. A large body of water temperature data is availablã for
several hundred New Zealand gauging sites; data for a site neaì to and similar to the survey
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reach may give an indication of temperature regime at the reach. A general model of water
temperature regime for the whole of New Zealand is in preparation by MWD: it will
predict regime in terms of readily measured variables such as altitude and latitude (Mosley
1981c). Water temperature measurements may be taken at intervals during the field work,
and in association with information on weather conditons may give a crude indication of
the temperature regime of the reach. It seems unlikely that the type of analysis used by
Hockey et al. (1980) for the Hurunui River could be justified in many situations to obtain
information on water temperature regimes.

Chemical Water Ouality
Chemical water quality, particularly as characterised by such parameters as pH,

electrical conductivity (a surrogate for total dissolved matter), dissolved oxygen, and
concentrations of nitrate and phosphate, is an important determinant of the biological
productivity of a river and its suitability for a variety of uses. Information on water quality
should therefore be included in a description of the survey reach, if facilities are available
for its collection. The five parameters mentioned above are the most useful indices of
chemical water quality, and several determinations of each should ideally be made.
Flowever, water quality parameters are so variable in time and space that a small number
of samples, taken during the short period that a river survey is conducted, will have very
limited meaning, Even where regular sampling over a period of many months is possible,
interpretation of the results may present difficulties (Mosley and Rowe 1981).

Conductivity, dissolved oxygen and pH may be measured on site with portable meters.
However, gfeat care is needed to ensure proper calibration of the meters because large
errors are possible if the incorrect data collection procedure is used, particularly for pH.
Although nitrate and phosphate concentrations are undoubtedly important, their
measurement presents severe difficulties. Field sampling is not simply a matter of
collecting a bottle of water, as measures must be taken to ensure that concentrations do not
change in the sample bottle due to biochemical activity. Solute concentrations are so
variable in time and space that a few measurements may be of virtually no value; many
organisations do not, in any case have the laboratory facilities necessary for proper
analysis. In some cases, water quality data may already be available for a location near to
the study reach; these may be presented to provide an indication of possible conditions at
the study reach, particularly if some comparative data are collected there.

Riparian Vegetation
An important component of the river environment is the vegetation along the river

banks and flood plain; the character of the vegetation influences the aesthetic quality of the
environment, its suitability for recreation, and its suitability as habitat for wildlife and
birdlife.

A survey card has been designed (Appendix 5) which may be used to provide an
objective and quantitative picture of the character of the vegetation-the type of growth
(bushes, trees, etc.), density, type, and species. Notes on the use of the card are included
in Appendix 5. The survey may be rather time-consuming, such that it cannot be repeated
sufficiently often in a given reach to give a statistically precise result. Therefore, care must
be taken that the survey sites chosen are truly representative of the vegetation
communities in which they are located.

IFG lnformation Needs
Application of a computer program to estimate u/ater surface profiles and thence

channel widths, depths, and velocities requires measurements at one discharge along
closely spaced transects which are perpendicular to the \¡/ater course. The cross-sections
that are surveyed in the section above on channel hydraulic geometry þp. 1C17) are in
many (if not most) rivers inappropriate because they are too widely spaced and are
perpendicular to the bankfull channel, not the low flow channel. Reduction of the spacing
of cross-sections so that they may be used in a water surface profile computer model is not
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acceptable, because they would necessarily be sampling a shorter reach of river (unless the
num-ber of cross-sections is increased), and may not represent all conditions present in the
whole section of ¡iver. It should be noted that closely spaced cross-sections are auto-
correlated, that is, they are to some degree similar to each other, and do not provide
independent samples of all conditions. The more widely spaced the cross-sections, the less

they are auto-correlated, and the more independent is the information provided by each.
If , after careful consideration of the needs of the study and the resources available, use

of the IFG method of incremental analysis is decided upon, data additional to (not instead
o/) those covered in the preceding sections, must be collected. The additional data are:

1. Measurements of water depth, velocity at 0.6 depth (: mean velocity) and/or at 20 cm
above the bed, and the character of the bed sediment at points along a series of closely
spaced transects.

2. Distance between each transect, a longitudinal profile of the water surface and stream
bed, and a plan of the reach.

3. Where prediction to a discharge higher than the study discharge is required,
topographic surveys to extend the transects across the ground that will be inundated.

fn some circumstances, most of the information required for the IFG incremental
method will be obtained when the aquatic sub-environments are sampled. For example, in
a reach of river which has a single thread channel and a sequence of pools, riffles, and runs,
the aquatic sub-environment sample may include all of these features, and hence cover the
reach with a series of closely spaced transects. In this case, only a little extra work will
permit use of the data for more than the basic purpose of description of the reach
èharacteristics. Where use of the IFG method is intended, it may in fact be worthwhile
modifying the procedure for selecting representative examples of the sub-environments so

that they can be used in the IFG method, that is by ensuring that at least two each of riffles,
pools, and runs are contiguous.

In rivers with multiple channels, this possibility is less likely to occur, and a reach will
have to be selected specifically for application of the IFG method. The key requirement is

that the reach contains the same proportions of the various sub-environments and has the
same frequency distributions of depth, velocity and sediment character as the river section
as a whole; completion of the remainder of the survey may be necessary before the shorter
reach can be selected. The number of transects required depends on the variability of
channel form and the size of the river. However, as a rule of thumb, a minimum of two
cycles of riffle-pool-run should be included, each with a minimum of 7-8 transects,
dêpending on léngth and constancy of width. Each cycle should have a transect at its
downstreãm end which is on the head of a riffle, to act as a downstream control (Jowett
and Wing 1980).

BecausË spacé does not allow this report to also be a manual for the application of the
IFG increméntal method, the reader is referred to the user manual for the N,ÍVVD RMRS
computer package (MWD 1978), and to the reports by Jowett and Wing (1980) and Jowett
(19Sõ) which prèsent results from the only applications so far made in this country.

Discussion
The data obtained if this survey procedure is followed will provide a detailed description

of the river, and will provide a basis for evaluating likely impacts of a proposed water
resource development; they must be interpreted and analysed by specialists in disciplines
such as biology. For example, a number of procedures for assessing a river's suitability as

fish habitat hãve been developed and are refered to above. The data do not in themselves
specify fish habitat quality, but may readily be used in one (or any) -of 

the established
pioceäures in order 

-to 
do so. Where data are collected at several discharges, habitat

quality may be estimated for each, and the regression method of incremental analysis used
tò make an informed decision as to the likely change in quality resulting from an induced
change in hydrologic regime. If the survey procedure is modified or extended, application
of the IFG (comþuter-based) method of incremental analysis may be used instead,
although great caution must be exercised in applying it to rivers that violate the
assumptioñs that underly the method. Procedures for using the survey data for such

purposes are cufrently under consideration.
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Appendix I
Survey Procedure Checklist

Pre-field Work
i Decide on the purpose of the suryey, and consult other organisations that are involved

or can provide assistance or advice.
ii Obtain aerial photographs and maps; select representative reaches.
iii Position cross-sections and aerial photographl.
iv Collate hydrologic (streamflow and water quality) data.

Field Work
i Topographical suney.

(ailõcaie and mark cross-section end points and survey in relative elevations and

positions.
(b)-carry out topoglaphic survey along at least five cross-sections and the longitudinal' 'profiie 

down thã thalweg. Collect data on sediment character and the proportions
of ttre water surface in each aquatic sub-environment along each cross-section.

(c) Draw sketch map and take photographs.
Survey of water condition along cross-sections.
(a) Measure water depth, velocity (at 0.6 depth and/or 20 cm above the bed), water

surface character and bed sediment character across all water bodies intersected by
cross-section lines.

(b) Measure discharge.
Aquatic sub-environment survey.
(ajCount total number of each type in the reach, and select the sample to be

examined in detail.
(b) For each, estimate number of transects required and mark on the ground with

"Dazzle".
(c) Measure 'rr/ater depth, velocity, water surface character and bed sediment

character across the transects, to give a total of about 50 measurements.
(d) Measure slope.
(e) Carry out "Wolman" sampling of bed sediment.
Survey ihe streambanks and vegetation along the banks (see Appendix 3), and any

instream debris in the reach.
Survey riparian vegetation (see Appendix 5).
Identiiy èmergent sub-environments, carry out "'Wolman" sampling of the bed

sediment, and take PhotograPhs.
Complete sketch map of thè rèach, and (as far as possible) the reach environment and

setting questionnaire (see Appendix 2).

Post-field Work
Collate data on geographic location data and prepare a location map.

Complete the reãch-"nìiron-"nt and setting questionnaire (see Appendix 2) and

"...tnbl" 
sketch map, vertical aerial photograph, and ground photographs of the

reach.
iii Draft cross-sections and longitudinal profile.
iv Calculate and tabulate low flãw and bánkfull flow variables (including discharge) for

each cross-section, and compute means and standard deviations.
v Tabulate frequency distribuiions of depth-velocity classes, and prepare graphìcal

frequency disiriUutions of depth and velocity separatelY, for the whole water surface

inteìsectéd by the cross-sections. Tabulate data on bed sediment character, water

surface character, and proportions of aquatic sub-envi¡onments along the cross-

sections.

1V

vi

vlr
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vi Tabulate the physical characteristics of the aquatic sub-environments, as discussed
under "Hydraulic Geometry"; prepare graphs of the frequency distributions of water
depth, v/ater velocity and bed sediment, and tabulate the proportions of each water
surface type. Data for the surveyed examples of each aquatic sub-environment should
be presented in combination.

vii Process data on stream bank vegetation, and bed sediment characteristics (see
Appendix 3).
(a) Compute total length of banks, total eroding length, total length with water at

base, and total length overhanging water.
(b) Calculate area per km of channel of water overhung by banks, and prepare

frequency distribution graph of width of overhang.
(c) Calculate area per km of channel of water overhung by vegetation (for each

vegetation type separately).
(d) Calculate area of instream debris.
(e) Tabulate data from vegetation survey (see Appendix 5).
(f) Prepare frequency distributions of the bed sediment in emergent sub-

environments.

Field Equipment Needed
The following items have been found to be necessary or useful:

Surveying: level, theodolite or tacheometer; staff; 30 m tape; compass; clinometer;
survey forms; aerial photographs; stakes.

Velocity measurement: current meters; wading rods; headphones or counter; tag line;
data forms; stopwatch; thigh or body waders; weighted ping-pong ball float on 3 m
cord.

Sediment measurement: sediment gauge plate; data forms.
Miscellaneous: camera(s); film; small blackboard and chalk; 'Dazzle'spray paint;

clipboards; spare pencils and erasers; thermometer; suntan cream; pocket
stereoscope; mallet; red marking tape.
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Appendix 2
River Environment Survey Ouestionnaire
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Notes for Use of River Environment Survey Ouestionnaire

General Numbers should be circled in order of dominance'

A Sunsey reach setting

This refers to the landscape away from the immediate valley sides sloping down to the

river or the land adjoining the floodplain.

B Scenic quality
'Flora' refers to any plants, ranging from

t
gfasses to trees.

C Geomoryhology (refer to page 4 of questionnaire)
,Valley measurements' refers to the general valley rather than to a locally entrenched

feature.

vollev loP widlh 
I

l<-volley bollom wldrh-->]

,Valley flat or floodplain' refers to the section of the floodplain or valley.fllt as shown on

page 4 ôt tt," questiånnaire, inclusive of the active channel width. It is land which is

flooded in events with a return period of <5 years (or which would be if stopbanks were

not present). The N.Z. Land Resource Invent'ory Worksheets provide a good indication of

floodplain extent.
,Active channel width' refers to the active channel zone on the diagrams andjncludes all

channels and river beds which are regularly swept clean of vegetation by freshes and

floods; it excludes vegetated islands within the active channel zone'

D Vegetation surueYs
,Valley sides' refers to the valley in the immediate vicinity of the floodplain, i.e., visible

from the river bed.

E Channel pattern for suruey reach (refer Fig. A'2'7, A'2'2)

Define channel pattern (Fig. 4.2.1) for both bankfull and low flow (at time of survey) by

circling one (or mo.., if neóessary) numbers in columns I and 2'
.Islands' refers to any land in the active channel zone that is surrounded by water at

bankfull flow.
'Bar types'-refer to Fig' A'2.2.

ø

.c
(t
.ç
E
fo
Lt
Ø
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t

Figure 4.2.1 Definition of channel

-:> 
1¿-> _/

-<<9 \_-->-\a\) _-,_,--:
---{-u. t 

-----

-

Straight

Sinuous

Irregular

Regular meanders

Irregular meanders

Tortuous ¡neanders

Braided

pattern types.

Alternate bars

Irleander point bars

Mid-channel bars

Diagonal bars

Sand waves or large
dunes
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.Reach parameters' are obtained from aerial photograph interpretation' field inspection'

and survey of the 
"rã.r-r""tions 

and f""lii"ãiti"l pro"file.in the ieach' Refer to Fig' ¡-2'3

for definitions. A 'bifurcation' is a poiñt where flow divides into two channels'

F Channel boundary conditions

Sediment size classes:

Silt-clay
Sand
Gravel
Small cobbles
Large cobbles
Boulders

<0.062 mm
0.0ó2-2 mm

244 mm
64-128 mm

12*256 mm
>256 mm

sinuosity = -AB,(aþ¡g channel)- fsFa¡-dhi-Tind-
wave length = 

(X1 . Þ'xr)l 3

braiding index = total length of channels
lengrth of rnain channel

number of clnnnels at A-,{ = 4

Figure 4.2'3 Definition sketches of reach parameters'

slope = BO/AO

K
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Appendix 3
River Environment Survey:
Bank and Vegetation Cover,
Data Gollection Card
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Nrver Enulm¡ot
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Appendix 4
Sediment Sampling

less than I
8-I1.3
1t. 3-r6
t6-22.6
22.s-32

32-45. 3

45.3-64

64-90.5

90.5-128

I 28-I8I
181-256

greater than 256

Observer:

A Field Data Form for Goarse Sediment Sampling (Wolman Methodl

COARSE SEDIHENT ÀNÀLYSIS

SIÎE:
DÀTE:

COHMENTS:

l,tENrl DIÀilETER:

i Size class (m¡n) Count in class Total in class Cu¡nul. Total Curnu L I

Total:

B Field Data Form for Bed Character Sampling

STREÀI.{ BED

SITE:

DÀTE:

CO}IMENTS:

Bed T\rpe

CHÀRÀqIER

Code Count in
Clåss

Totâl 1n Cless I of Overall
TotaI

Clay-silt ((0.062 rm)

Sanô (0.062-2tîn)

Gravel (2-6¿¡nm)

S¡nall cobblcs (6¡¡-f28nn)

Large cobbles (128-256ûm)

Boulders () 256¡run)

Bedrock

Plant material
Other

cs

s

G

sc

I'
B

R

P

o

Total I00.0
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C Design of Sediment Gauge Plate

Materials: 650 mm x 330 mm sheet of 6 mm thick aluminium or plywood. Square holes with the
dimensions shown above cut into the sheet {sizes of holes are equivalent to sieve sizes
used by geologists between 8 and 256mm (-3 to -8 phi, in 0.5 phi increments)Ì.

256

181

128¡

11.3 _E]¡U816
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Appendix 5
vegetation survey, Data Gollection Gard
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Notes for Use of Vegetation Survey Data Collec'tion Card

Using recent stereo aerial photography of the selected reach, delimit approximate
bounãaries of vegetation zones within the floodplain (area flooded by events with a
recurrence interval less than 5 years).

Verify vegetation zones and boundaries in the field, and select straight line transects

across an area representative of each vegetation zone. Transects should be selected

objectively; e,8., one end is selected by throwing a cobble in the air, standing in the
centre of the area, and the direction is chosen with eyes closed.

Lay out a tape along the transect; it may be necessary to slash through therregetation
to leep to the pre-sélected transect line. The length of transect should be chosen such

that if does not extend beyond the limits of the vegetation zone.

Sample vegetation at a spacing appropriate to give 75 points; record. dominant
vegeìation type (largest percentage of biomass) at. each sample point in the
apþropriate class, in the 'count in vegetation type' column.

At each point, if the height of the vegetation is >1.0 m, record the largest stem
diameter ôf that bush or tree in the "count in diam. class" column, in the appropriate
class.

To give an estimate of vegetation density on the transect,carry out a stem count along
thre-e 10 m long lines perpendicular to the transect at Ll6,Il2,516 distance along the

transect. Lay out a tape, ànd count all stems at 1 m above ground immediately above

the tape. Fór dense lcrub, record the stem count along an exposed face cut with
slashers, if necessary.

vii Prepare a sketch map and photograph vegetation zone sampled'

vt
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Appendix 6
Example of GeomorphiclHydrolog¡c Data
Collection and Presentation

Ashley River Near Bullock Greek
Confluence: Physical Character
lntroduction

This characterisation of the Ashley River was carried out to test and refine a data
collection methodology that is intended to provide the information needed for a detailed
analysis of the environmental impacts of flow manipulation. Full hydrological data are not
included, as they are not necessary for this specific purpose. Because it is the first
application of the method it may be deficient, and critical comments are welcomed.

Cholce of reach
The reach was selected on the basis of aerial photograph interpretation. The lower

Ashley River (below the Gorge) has three distinctive sections which extend from the
Gorge to the mouth of the Okuku, from the Okuku to a point 4 km below the Ashley
railway bridge, and from there to the sea. The study reach selected is representative of the
first reach; it was specifically chosen because, (1) it has easy access, and (2) complementary
data on fish populations were to be collected by Fisheries Research Division staff.

Procedure
A transect (cross-section) was established at the point of access, and surveyed. This

provided a measure of bankfull channel width (360 m); nine other transects were then
èstablished at a spacing of 180 m up and downstream from the surveyed transect, each
perpendicular to the bankfull channel. Alternate transects were surveyed in detail, and all
ten were tied in by a level traverse. During the detailed survey, bed sediment character was

classified at each staff setup point, and a sketch map of the reach and cross-sections was

then prepared.
Waìer depth and velocity and stream bed sediment size \¡/ere measured at inten¿als

across all watercourses (including backwaters and disconnected pools) intersected by all
ten transects, to provide an estimate of the frequency distributions of these variables for
the whole reach. Each water course was simultaneously classified as a pool, riffle, run,
backwater or isolated pond. A discharge measurement \¡/as finally carried out using
standard gauging techniques. Velocities along the transects were measured by current
meter at 0.6 depth or by float movement in shallow (<10 cm) water.

Five examples of each of the aquatic sub-environments listed above were randomly
selected (by taking those intersected by a transect, starting with transect 5 and working
outwards). Data were collected as stipulated in the main report, but included geometric
factors and sediment size distributions. Surface sediment size distributions were also
determined for a number of emergent environments, using the Wolman sampling method,
and information on riparian vegetation, streambank character, instream cover, and
generai reach environment obtai;ed.

Geographic Location
The following data define the geographic location of the study reach at a

nationaVregional scale.

River: Ashley River.
Location of study reach: Extending 1100 m upstream and 540 m downstream from the
confluence of Bullock Creek (Fig. 4.6.1).
Reach representative of: Ashley River from Gorge to Okuku River confluence.

NZMS map relerence: 567:83ó904. Lat. 43" 15' 10' S, Long. L72 26' 4U' E.

Catchment area: 680 km2.
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Elevation: 97 m a.s.l.
Madmum catchment elevation: 7934 m.
Distance hom sea: 25 km.
Distance from head of catchnent: 65 km.

Figure 4.6.1 Location of
study reach, Ashley River.

Reach Environment and Setting
The check list in Appendix A provides information on the general setting and

appearance of the study reach. Figure A.6.2 shows a sketch map, and Fig. 4.6.3 includes
ground level views of the reach. No vertical aerial photographs show the reach with its
present form.

N

\

. 5OOm

\-- bankline
:: low flow channel

afr rirîÞ
_e_ pool

e?r trees
: yr Scrub

s sediment site

- sì

Figure 46.2 Sketch map of Ashley River at Bullock Creek, showing cross-sections.
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Figure A.6.3 Ground level views of the study reach looking upstream (top) and downstream (bottom).

Hydraulic Geometry
The five surveyed cross-sections are shown in Appendix B; their locations are marked on

Fig. A.6.2. Summary data to describe hydraulic geometry at low flow and at bankfull flow
are listed in tables 4.6.1 and A.6.2. Bankfull discharge was estimated using the equation
given by_ Mosley (1979); low flow is taken as that at the time of the survey, that is,
2.25 m3s'1. Ideally, hydraulic geometry data would be gathered at two or three other
discharges, e.g., 5 m3s-1 and 10 m3s-1 .
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Figures A.6.4 and A.6.5 show the cumulative frequency distributions of water depth and
velocity in the reach, on the assumption that depths and velocities measured along the
cross-sections are a random sample of those in the reach as a whole. Since the spacing of
the measurements was not constant, each measurement was weighted according to the
water surface width that it represented. Table 4.6.3 is a cross-tabulation of water depth
and velocity at the time of the survey (discharge : 2.25 m3s-1).

A representative sample of aquatic sub-environments (riffle, pool, etc.) was selected as

describèd above; Tables A.6.4 to 4.6.8 present data to define their physical
characteristics. Measurement procedures were as described in the text of the main report.
The proportion of the total water surface area in the reach that is in each sub-environment
was obtained by classifying each watercourse crossed by a transect, summing the total
width in each class, and dividing by the total water surface width crossed by all transects.
The total water surface area in the reach was estimated by multiplying reach length
(1640 m) by mean water surface width along the transects (47.5 m) to give a total of
77 9ffi m2,or 47 5n m2 per km of channel.

Because pools and riffles are of particular interest for their recreational and fishery
importance, cumulative frequency distributions of depth in these two sub-environments
are included on Fig. A.6.4. Cumulative frequency distributions of water depth and velocity
are also presented for selected riffles, pools and runs in Fig. 4.6.6.

Appendix C presents an example of a field data form for collection of depth and velocity
information completed for transect 1.

Table 4.6.1 Hydraulic geometry for cross-sections in the Ashley River, at Bullock Creek, at low flow
(discharge = 2.25 m's-'1.

XS no.
XS

atea
(rnt)

Water
surface

width (m)

Mean
depth
(m)

Max
depth
(m)

Mean
velocity

(rnls)
Discharse

(m3ls)-

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

7.60
7.06
9.67
6.t7

10.85
8.04
5.31
ó.50

11.04
6.29

55.9
52.0
49.5
43.2
58,5
53.6
54.9
51.0
37.9
24.4

0.14
0.14
0.20
0.14
0.19
0.15
0.10
0.13
0.35
0.26

0.40
0.36
0.75
o.2t
0.47
0.45
0.25
0.79
0.83
0.61

o.2t
0.25
0.24
o.34
0.22
o.2r
0.32
0.24
0.15
0.13

1.57
7.74
2.36
2.O8
2.34
1.66
1.68
1.59
1.61
0.81

Mean
s.d.

7.85
2.02

47.5
11.1

0.18
0.07

0.51
0.22

0.23
0.07

7.74
0.45

Table A.6.2 Hydraulic geometry for cross-sections ín the Ashley River study reach at bankfull stage
(mean estimated bankfull discharge = 306 m's-')'

XS no.
Water

surface
width (m)

Mean
depth
(m)

Mean
velocity

(m/s)

Estimated
disch^arge

(m'/s)

xs
afea
('n')

Max
depth
(m)

1

J
5
7
9

223
179
t67
275
220

311
227
298
352
293

0.72
0.81
0.56
0.78
0.75

7.73
2.30
t.72
2.14
2.35

1.43
t.52
1.25
1.49
1.46

318
272
208
410
32r

Mean
s.d.

2t3
42.6

295
47.4

0.72
0.10

2.05
0.30

t.43
0.11

306
74

Note: Only alternate cross-sections were surveyed.
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Table 4.6'3 Ashley River at Bullock Creek. Velocity and depth cross-tabulation. Values are water surface widths in
metres (widths are not necessarily contigudus).

Velæiry (m s'r).

<-0.1 <0 <0 I <0.2 {0.3 fo4 <0.5 (0ó <o.7 <08 (0.9 Élo 11 ¡ <72 <1,3 <1.4 <l 5 <ló

33
198 7
t39 5
80 1

227
t52
4.6
55
4.3

44 20 l0
11.3 100 5.9 39 39 t4
ó0 92
5.7 L7.t.l 21 l t

t.2

15.5 15.4
13 8 26-9
t7-1 t2.3
49 ¡.S

2.5
t.2

2.5

48 4 54.ó 4ó I
¡0 9 lE.3 25 9
30 21.7 10
ó3 2.6
26 2.6

0ó
2.5 l8
0.ó

18
t2 03

Depth
(m)

0
<0 I
<o2
<03
<04
<05
<06
<0,7
<08

3.3
106
ó3
95

t.2 31.8 71.2 tV2.9 76 I 5ó.6 51.3 32.7 U3 8.ó 3.9 1.9 t0t4 47).9
Note: a Depth and velocity measurements are weighted for water surfacc width.

b total water surface width along ten cross-s--ections = 473.9 m.

Table 4.6.4 Physical charactoristics of sslected riffles, Ashley River at Bullock Creek (dischârB€ = 2.25 m3s-r)

Mcúwomú ¡t hqd of rifileMcd¡ú MuiEuvelæiw vclcis
(o¡'ti (-ruj stopc

Mcu Wlter Mcdiu
L€oqrù width ¡u¡faæ- dcprù(E) (n) æa (nz) (à)

Muinu
dcpù
(E) widrh

(n)
Mqism
dcpth (E)

W¡dù witù dætì c¡æcdi¡e
0.1m 0'.28 0.3-ñ

XS5 channel 2
XS5 channel 4
XS7 channel 4
XS7 chan¡el 3
XS6 channel 5

670 0.099
688 0.045
133 0.11
46L 0.092
189 0.052

85
45
23
4()
72

7.9
15.3
5.8

11.5
15.8

0.20
0.26
0.22
0.29
0.13

0.26
0.35
0.41
0.47
0.35

0.67 0.01 r3.4
1.16 0.03 r0.0
0.89 0.01 8.0t.25 0.03 15.5
1.32 0.(X ls.4

0.13 4.7 0 00.18 3.0 0 00.17 3.0 0 00.19 10.0 0 00.11 1.0 0 0

Pcræoa¡c wrtcr su¡faæ

ClÂy-silt
Pc¡ents8c bcd ædimcna inSud Gravcl So¡ll Cobbles Lugc Cobblcs Wa"y Tubulcor Ræk

L9551925
9503047

23587244
94631130

134728117

9
2
I

t1
4

4
20
35
32
13

42
77
54
55
83

3
1
2
2
0

2
0
0
0
0

XS5 channel 2
XS5 channel 4
XS7 channel 4
XS7 channel 3
XS6 channel 5

Additional data: 1 P-ercentage- of- total water surface area in riflles = 30vo (r4 250 m2 km{ of channel).2 Number of riffles = 30 per km of channel.

Table 4.6.5 Physical charact-erist¡cs of select€d pools, Ashley River at Bullock Creek (dis-
charge : 2.25 m3s-1).

Mcdiu
vclæiù
(ms ',

Sy'¡tcr
I¡ngrh Mcú sulsæ
(a) widr¡ (E) uea (m2)

Mcdiü
dcptb (B)

Muimm
dcpù (o)

Muimu
vclæity
(ß'')

XSB channel 1
XS5 channel I
XS9 chan¡el 2
XS1 channel 3
XS9 channel I

&3
115
567
ztL
230

77
25
45
38
25

3.8
4.6

72.6
5.ó
o',

0.24
0.32
0.38
0.31
0.38

0.89
0.9s
t.u7
0.57
7.20

0.15
0.02
0.28
0.11
0.08

0.43
0.10
0.50
0.54
0.50

PcÊot¡gc bcd FdiEcot i! Peræntrç watrt lurf¡æ

SÉsll obbl6 Lsgc æbblca

3
0
0
0
0

ó1
2r
45
29
20

36
79
55
7L
80

1
I
5
0

L2

3
I

15
1E
18

ß
52
7L
61
36

50
22

9
2L
34

XS8 channel 1

XS5 channcl 1
XS9 channel 2
XSl channcl 3
XS9 channel 1

Additional data:l Percentage of total watcr surfac¿ arca ia pools = l0.4Vo (494f a2 km-l of rivcr).
2 Number of pools = 8 per km of river.
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Tablc 4.8,6 Physical characlerìstics
chárge : 2'25 m3s-t),

of selected runs, Ashley River at Bullock Creek (dis-

Mcdiu MUiEW
vclæiil vclæity
(ñt)' (s'')lrnsth

(o)
Mcu

width (n)
Mcdiú

dcpth (o)
MuiEu
dcpt¡ (E)

Walcr
su¡f¡æ

uca (u¡)

XS5 channel 2
XS5 cha¡nel 3
XS6 channel 3
XS6 channel 5

57
t20

12
93

2.8
t1 .l
3.2

12.0

159
2046

38
111ó

0.025
0.20
0.07
0.13

0.08
0.43
0.14
0.32

0.03
0.34
0.19
0.39

0.27
0.54
0.ó9
0.88

Pcræ¡t!¡c bcd ædiEcût iD Peræotage w¡tcr su¡feæ

Grlvcl SEdl æbblcr IÃgc @bblc! Bouldcõ Wlvy B¡okêÃ Ræk

781804
69400

18ó0185
78643

0
0
0
5

6
0
2
7

014592L
0383L4
5ó7176
045628

XS5 channel 2
XS5 channel 3
XS6 channel 3
XS6 channel 5

Additional data: 1 Percentage of total water surface a¡ca in runs = 57Vo (27 075 m2 kml of river)

Table 4.6.7 Physical characteristjcs of selected isolated ponds, Ashley River at Bullock creek
(diócharge = 2.25 m3s-1),

Lengrh (m)
Surface

area (mr)
Overhanging
cover (9.)Mean

Hdth (B)
Mcan

depth (m)
Mu

depth (m)

XS 1 Channel 4t
XS I Channel 4+r¡
XS I Channel 4
XS 2 Channel 1-2
XS 5 Channel 1-2

7.5
15.0
ó.5

20.5
10

t.&
2.76
1.'74
1.96
2.16

t2.3
47.4
11.3
10,3
2r.6

0.24
0.41
o.22
0.08
0.24

0.51
100
0.42
0.t9
0.62

0
0
0
0

13.0

2.O5 254 o.24 0.55 26
Mean t1 9

<2
13 1<tsd 0.10 0.2'70.40

Note: 4t refers to beyond channel 4.
Àãà-iiionui-åãìã: r Nó. of isolated ponds per kilometre of river = 4'

z percent'ä"f'ìàtãl ïåìãr'surface in iiãr"t.¿ ponds : lva (475 m2 km'r of channel).

Table A.6.8 Physical characterislics of selected backwaters. Ashley River at Bullock Creek
(diåcharge = 2.25 m3s-1).

Length (m)
Mcan

uidth (ñ)
Surfac Mean

area (m:) depth(m)

Mu
dcprh A

(m)

Max
depth B

(m)
Ovc rhangrng

cover \?c)

XS 1 Channel 4
XS I-2
XS 3 Channel 2
XS 5 Channel 4
XS 6 Channel I

0
0

15
0

100

156
145
27
36

8

46
33
11
11
5

3.4
4.4
2.5
2.1
1.7

0.14
0.07
0.35
0.15
0.19

0.32
0.15
o.76
o.47
0.41

0.2s
0.13
0.07
0,04
0. r8

Mean 28224 74.4 0.18 o.42 0.13 23.0

10 62.9 0.09 0.20 008 38.9

Note: a Max deptho in backwate¡.
b Vta* aeþttri n the shallowest cross-section where ackwater connects to the main channel.

Additional data:'I Ñ per kilometre of river = 4.
2 percentage of total i"i *tt""" in backwater = l.6Va (7 m2 km-l of channel).
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Figure 4.6.4 Freq-uency distribution of water depths in riffles, pools, and along all transects (cross-
sections combined) in the Ashley River at Bullock Creek (discha-rge : 2.25 m3s-1).

Figure 4.6.5 Frequen_cy distribution of water velocities along all cross-sections combined, in the
Ashley River at Bullock Creek (discharge : 2.25 m3s{).
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DepÌh (m)

o o.5 t.o t.5
Velocity (m/s)

Figure 4.6.6 FJe.gugnc_y distributions of water depth and velocity in selected riffles, Ashley River at
Bullo k Creek.
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Sediment charaeter
The overall character of the stream bed in the reach, using data obtained during the

transect surveys, is indicated in Table 4.6.9, which shows the proportion of the whole
stream bed, and the stream bed submerged during the survey, in each of nine classes (six
sediment size classes, bedrock, plant material, and 'other').

More detailed analyses of sediment size distribution in each aquatic sub-environment
and several emergent sub-environments (that is, several levels of gravel bars) were made,
and their results are presented in Fig. A.6.7. Sampling sites are marked on Fig. A.6.2, and
Fig. 4.6.3 shows typical examples of the surface of the stream bed.

Appendix D includes examples of the completed field data forms for the two methods of
bed character and coarse sediment sampling.

Table 4.6.9 Streambed character, Ashley River at Bullock Creek.

Bed type
cla$

lvholc strcm bcd
Total ob!€nat¡ons Eo ot

¡n clß rotal

Bcd submcreed al los flow
(dishugcL 2.25 mlsr)

lotal obeftalionrl q: o1
in cls total

Claylsilt (<0.0ó2 mm)
Sand (.0ó2-2 mm)
Gravel (2é4 mm)
Small cobbles (64-128 mm)
Large cobbles (128-256 mm)
Boulders (>256 mm)
Bedrock
Plant material
Othe¡

2.1
29.1
46.2
15. I
7.4
0
0
6.2
0

9
127
202
6
6
0
0

27
o

4.2
15.3

283.6
151.3
20.5
0
0
0
0

0.9
3.2

59.7
31.9
4.3
0
0
0
0

Note: rObservations were weighted according to their spacing along the rransects.
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/dry chonnel

32 64
Sediment si¿e (mm)

Figure 4.6.7 Sediment size frequency distributions in emergent environments: dry channels (short
dashed lines), bars and flood overflow surfaceJ (conrinuous l¡nes) aiá ã ¿l pãól'ltó"g
dashed line).
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Figure A.6.7 (continued) Sediment size frequency distributions in (top) riffles and (bottom) pools,
Ashley River at Bullock Creek at low flow.
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Figure A.6.7 (continued) Sediment size frequency distributions in (topl runs and (bottom) backwater
(solid lines) and isolated ponds (dashed lines), Ashley River at Bullock Creek
at low flow.
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Cover

Cover for fish includes a number of elements, particularly water depth, sediment
character, the presence of turbulent water, overhanging banks and vegetation, and
instream cover provided by dead snags, logs, etc.

lVater Depth
The frequency distributions of depths in the reach (riffles, pools and overall) are shown

in Fig. A.6.4.It indicates, for example, that 7Vo of. the total water surface area of pools is
deepèr than 1 m (1017 m2 per km of river).

Bed sediment size

Sediment size distributions in the low flow channel sub-environments are indicated in
Fig. 4.6.7. The median grain size on riffles ranges between 20 mm and 60 mm and on
pools between 18 mm and 35 mm.

Aerated water that would constitute good
transects. It amounted to O.4Vo of the total
190 m2 per km of river.

cover for fish was measured along the ten
water surface crossed by the transects, or

(s.26Vo)
(0.74Vo)
(0.07Vo)

Overhanging banks
Length of surveyed reach : 1640 m.
Total length of bank : 5030 m.
Total length of bank, at the foot of which there is water : 820 m (76.3Vo of total bank

length).
Total area water surface overhung by bank :3.4 m2.

Overhanging vegetation

Total water surface area of reach : 77 9OO m2
Water surface area overhung by:

- tall cover (tall trees, etc.) : 4098 m2

- medium cover (low trees/shrubs) : 573 m2

- low cover (shrubs/grasses, etc.) : 58 m2

Hydrologic Regime

The nearest site for which a discharge record is available is the Ashley River Gorge
(catchment area : 521 km2). The North Canterbury Catchment Board has supplièd
summary data for this site which provide some indication of the overall flow regime of the
river at the Bullock Creek site (Table 4.6.10). Discharges are not necessarily greater than
those at the Gorge by a constant proportional to drainage area, because the character of
the catchment is markedly different above and below the Gorge.
Table A,6.10 Summary hydrologic data for Ashley River at Gorge (catchment area = 521 km2).

AM'IASOND
mJs

70 40
49 22

t29 I ó

35.0 35.5

539 893

10.9 t0 2
Ll 5ó

282 202

5.0 ó.0 77 79
2.4 3.3 3.5 5 4

11.3 ll.3 L6.7 20.9

060.3 53.5 15 4 tt7.6

130.5 99.4 103.2 3U.l

3.3 3.3
l 4 1.4
8.8 11.0

51.6 80,1

23ó.t 27t.6

3.3 3l
1.9 t.ó
95 85

3t.2 26 I

1t2.7 58.2

.9

216.5

51.6

97.7

Mean mintmum daily flow
1973-7

Minimum daily flow l973-7
Mean month¡y f¡ow 197!7
Mean muimum dâily flow

t91F.7
Maximum daily flow 1973-

1

Muimum instantaneoE
di*hugc (mrs-r)

139
309
312
2t7
205
322

1973
t914
1975
1976tw
tn8

Mean annual flood = 250 m3s-l
Standard deviation of mean annual flood : 75 m3s-l
Mean discharge = 14.4 m3s-1

Minimum recórded daily flow : 1.4 m3s-l
Maximum recorded instantaneous discharge = 322 m3s'l
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The river below the railway bridge may become dry in summer; the study reach
therefore is not connected to the sea at all times.

No data are available for \r/ater quality parameters.

Gommentary
The Ashley River at Bullock Creek is a wide, braided, gravel-bedded river with a

substantial growth of vegetation (willows, broom, gorse) both along the banks and within
the bankfull channel limits. Discharges vary widely, but during the summer months
discharge tends to stabilise at L.5-2 cumecs, flowing in one main channel and 1-3 smaller
side channels. Riffles and pools are common and provide habitat for small fish, particularly
native species, although water temperatures have been observed to reach at least 22C in
the reach. Some pools also provide good, though small, swimming holes, and the reach
therefore receives significant recreational use, both on a day visit and overnight basis.
There are numerous signs also of stock use of the river bed, but limited evidence of the
presence of wildlife, possible because the wide gravel bed is exposed to sun and the north-
west winds and also provides little in the way of shelter or a food supply. Algal growth in
the low flow channel is extensive during the summer, and large areas of the stream bed,
particularly in the slower moving runs and pools but also in the riffles, are covered with
filamentous green algae and with an algal coating on the stones themselves.
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Appendix A
Example of River Environment Survey

Ashley River near Bullock Gk

RIVER EÎ{VI ROI{IIEI{T SURVEY

RJVG! D. AShìev ..,.P.g!EB@! (e¡lit r¡lr 567:836904 I tlv¡r nerch c"d. ASY/I

ot¡., 32-r.3L oblc.rr

Notê: Cottlat c!d.a by clscltrE ntrb.t(.l.

^- 
suRvtf REtcll sgllllc

cã¡lnl d.lcalÞtlon of tlìê l¡n¿l¡clÐ In tl|a vlclnlty of tha En'v r'rch
væeÈrÈlon/lrnd uta

lll ¡ôrêg¡ound
222
,t@
¡aaa
535
666
717
888
999
ooo

m inant lY

@! aí.

(developed pasture/Hawera series) extending crub/

B- scENtc ouutrr Torles
Dlv.rrlÈv of ltorr tlom blnta çoldltlgñ 9! ltorr ¡t'onq but' Lltt"r on brnl (¡f,tær' c¡nt' 'Èc')
r cr.¡r I ¡xceuut Offi5õ t
, @-- a 2-5 tnr 30 n

I 5 !5-roPer3o¡
O ¡ I lo-50 P'r 30 ¡
5 Ll¡Itèd 5 Pær 5 

'50 
P'E 30 E

Ern. lÎÍD. G.P.¡ CÀRD I

ial.r Èo Lrch skaÈcñ ¡Èt¡ch.d.
t

Lraâln tvr
I Euntallu¡

ôl-tlitt.
Y uplrnds (pl¡t ¡q)
a hl,llr

@r-t.nat or Pt¡ln

lcc.a¡lbllltv/l.v.l of ut.
I rlldcrD.rr
2

¿)
Y p.r.¿ rcclt¡A¡.¡ ur

c. GEOlORllOuEa

NÀÈiva 9Bt¡l¡nd
Shsb,/!cnblsd
O-25t lorert (iltlv.l
25-?5¡ lorcrt (Ètlv.t
75-I0o¡ for.rt (iltlv.)
fþvcloif,d p¡ab¡r.
ArâbI.
EroÈic forctt Plut¡llonr
0rbu

Lithotry (.D.clty ræk È!4¡l
îã-locéne -Ri ver g ravel,
sand/si lt, swamP dePosits

-wera 

series)

2. Greywacke/Argi I I ite
ft*ìesse GrouP)

¡uch .r .topb.nhr E!ædlrqru rbèct.)
vrlhv rururGênt¡
õ¡p=h-ÏÍ¡:ffiund'1nr hllrr - I
fbp rldth..-¡
lotta eldth - r
width plain: >8 kn true right

=2 km true left

oravels
sé greYwacke/

argillite
t¡nd clD.bllltv cl¡lt ol

ffi ;i' fitÅ!! { îk!},i'!,,

ChÀnnêI constriction bv vrllcv
Y¡ll! or tcr!Âcqa

lo'll{o con¡trl.cÈlon
Y occ¡¡1onal const¡lctLon
2 F.cquCnt @natrlction
3 conflned
a Entr.nched

2

o
a
5 confln.d

v¡rl.v ctur¡ct rl¡tlc. l¡ t¡. vlclntÈLOL!b!-!gMI-I9!9L (Do rcÈ lælud' EÈlflchl ch¡ttg"

v¡ll.v tE
lo) tþt rÞpllcrbl.
Y st¡"u st vallatr
2 Gl.clrl t¡sgb
! Ræl 9or9.
a utdG ldl¡nd v¡ll.tr
5 (4.cftYl

4
O ìbnt
I tnd.llnlÈ.

@r..gt .t ¡¡I continw.

rr.ùr ot trrrró rn.l.r 
-L

¡!-@,-
0 tloÈ rp¡,ltqbl.
I tlluvlu lú

(î)rttuvlrl ot q¡Èx.b ¡t¡¡r'n
f oert¡
a (.PællYl

t¡ngt¡r of vrllcy stl uúlrdt ù'!7 7.tç
.tru on l.fl brnt - ¡ ttt¡

rlght b.nt - |

vr¡,t.v f lrvf loodpl¡ln t¡ lù. vlclrltv of thc lwav r6clì: RG!'r Èo âl¡gr[ th'rt

Pr.ieñce ¿¡tlntl lncl. lloodphl¡
õTæ_nÈ otrlac rtoPbulr
I tnd.flnfta O Abr.nt
2 pr¡æntary I XrrË (<l ¡ctlv. cluN.l Yldtàl

flco^il,.uou"- 2 Lodca¡t. (l-5 ¡ctlv. chl.rldth.)
v 

@rla" t>S rctlv. chl'rtdtit)

f ocr.¡IoßÌ rlær r¡¡ìd.mÈÈlng
2 ocq¡loilI rjos utd.reÈtlnq

ÀvGr¡ga ¡ctlv! ch¡¡Dl
rldth !!fu
Àvcràga ill¡t¡ncc bctnq
rtopbrnta (If Psê..nÈ) - I
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ffi 
(l! ænltn¡d by túE¡æ. or vrltey rldo)

¡-îeth of ch¡rmlõ-rlth flædpLIB *::ff.îitffi:

. . r xla¡h

l. ClÀlll¡E DÀlIAl tot StRlrUl nEACB (.t ld ttd ur¡I.r. otà¿vl¡. .fEltldr.
lrntluu ¡â r¡d gIllg

I I 3rr¡tgha
2 2 llnsur
I ! ¡r.gü¡ú
a a ngulùn¡óGr
5 5 ¡rragrulrr nndua
-É ó lÞrbæú r¡¡É.sa
@ O rsd.t..t

nelch ilrlmtara
sinuo.lÈy! l'13 La¡¡d.r ryata¡tgtù¡ - r

h! tH¡
O lbm
I tlt nt bt¡¡
2 Lud.r F¡aÈ b¡fl

@xra<rnÃrr un
ODf.toHf È¡¡. ('slttl.r, b¡¡tu h¡.-,
5 trú rva¡ * ta¡ga û¡ü

¡!¡l!!!.
O lona
@urforrf
¡ ?rGUDt

@rnlara

?loodp¡¡Inrfoprr 0-0ô(
ìd .¡o¡r (rlorf rt¡ .tEru.È Ur of Nryrr 0.006
rrfldftìg Inau (b.¡¡!u¡¡,rr ?.? L.n nrb.r ot bsuch ctml¡ tu ær.-EÈIoo (b¡¡ttuU¡, 2.2
¡ntdtt¡g t¡rts (ld !fd) r :!.:-L r.u Dtb.r ot bs¡õc¡ ctrul¡ ¡û æ..-..ct¡d (¡d t¡,oul , 

.fr

taurb.r ot bEæh ch¡¡ut bf.$¡rc¡tloîr tü b ot cb¡ml (Dr¡rttulll ¡ It

Nr¡¡b.s o! bræh ch¡m.¡ blfurqtiont ¡r b o! ctm.l (Iq ,r*), T
Nu¡b.r of dl¡goil!, \ttlELtll..llgtld.r bJìtr Fr b o! cllml, (ld ttort I 65

Coilnt¡t

t. clrANNtÍ. æotü)À¡t! coltp¡Î¡out AllD xrlt¡tt¡¡,s
Ob.t¡uctlona ln ch.lul
0 O ¡aono
I ÀLgt, dcbst., ¡È4)a ln rtat€luml
2(Ðctqi,rq veg.t Èlon tr ¡ld<ÞM¡ (.p.cl!y

^ 
3 Bould.r! ln ¡Id+h.m.l

\!r¿ (Þ.rhrnglr¡g t¡æ. rÈ .att. ol che.l
5 5 Slup.d b.nl.

tJi I I ows

Daqræ o! obrtn¡cttfi of ful
O Nona

@occertonl atær
2 Occrrfoil!,4Jor
3 trcqu.nt rlÞr
4 tr.qu.nÈ ujos

8!!.I-ll!¡9¡99. I rD.cltt

6 6 ÀrÈltlclrl ænttrlcdon (.¡æffy

2!2 ts¿nd.gr.vcl ((6a rl
(3¡rÀ crÄv.I
a(!)cobbt.¡
5 5 Eould.rr
6 6 LdræÌ

Chrmcl b.nl rt rl¡l I rl¡wl|l
0 0 O No â¡Iuvlrl b.nt!
I IlCfry ¡r¡d.llÈ (æh..lv.l
2 2(3)sftÈ ¡¡É xrìtt (þn€h.¡le.)
_l 3 ! Srnd ¡rìd gsrv.l l( óa D)
(d¡ ¡ s¡r¿ to æbbl.r
5^5 S¡nd w.rlrln Þtr .ltÈ.
61916 c¡¡v.l dclrln Þ .llt
7 ? ? Cobbl.r æ.¡htn bt.llt
å I I lould.r.

,Ld!æt ln chrml
(!r!¡on.
¡ Ona æNrano
2 1rÉ æcuraHa
- _ ffianðt

D.r _¡ ¡.ngtì ol t¡æl

l¡.nn.¡ brnl uÈ.rr,.li æn rlluvl¡lffi
Yt t ct¡clrt d.¡Þ.IÈt
2 2 2 rdsæl (.pætly ¡trtætog'lf

. ¡ ll!/PÞÈ.cgron nrtfrEifrwrre roPes/concrete ÞtocKs )

Daront qa of Ðnk ln a¡lwlu onl@ rteht b|nl lO0¡
Far€t¡t¡rurì ot banl [lm rcttvclv
arodêd oD. left b.nl l¡Ár

,rqr,r urnr l!-r
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@¡

c. ¡,ÀÎER Or,¡Àtrff

råter colour ñ¡rbiditv - deqrqe

-

I coloule¡¡ (Ðclcrr
2 Prl. osccn 2

@c...n- r
¿ Light blom a

5 Brom 5 vcry Èurbid
DGPtl¡ rÈ vllch botld
v!¡ibl¡: &

î¡rbidltv - cru¡a
¡ À19r.
2 Dlrro¡,v.d (bron hulc) rctrr
! noct (9l.ci.1) llour
a OÈh.r ¡.d¡xnÈ lo¡d
5 (sp.clly)

(.¡¡ctfy,

Àtt.ch.d/Ead qrdÈh (t æv.r)
v/-
2 20{0r
I a0-60r
a 60-€oi
5 80-to0r

sllr./llcrl crÐth (t æv.rt
I O-20r
2 20-aor
3 a0{0t

fiìeo-aor
Y eo-roor

Filamentous green algae corTÍnon in backwatels, ponds and low velocity999gql

Int

Sxe¡cx I Srßver ß¡ncx bcolrn@
ßcoch Cod€

Dolc 2.2.81

5 ¿c Ft7ur. A' 6 '2
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Jffi,.i,:l;xfi*'fl.ïiii;

*a¡lt,rritrb¡{-

ød¡ r0.tf,J¡Iwt¡de anpa¡
trmres, r/allry

t* Lfï

f ctlw ¿
¡rlh¡3

sar.¡ ll¡.¿
'i¡l¡,al

fl-"r
crr.'

V
Arv
cù1.

d¡Jr¡r.
Êd.

s.Ë
41

Jtul
+ ortt'r a¿ð

tlu ltl
hr*h

.*'nl,i',T n v'Íc#.f -$'r{ r&'

'dtøo¡¿ 9a.f"c'

(b) 
tr¿¡¡ t rl llrf 

'H.l 
c,r.,"cr uft'*¿- mc.ndc.s'

3i¡t

þo4.. ro<)

t-l¡,r,r¿,rst Ár

nclu'rl f'lødPLtt

È
(,

f eorh

3r'vr5 Dd¿l-¿:SL

batfiff (!¡rr¿l : ¡¡kr lcvrl.

ltt ntU

jglrr{ ; qtr t.¡iñ
SC.tl&.t¿þL) ftnll*'x,L F¡þ4

øl\ u¿lJ¿l
' ' fi-{t¡.

T

G¿*"t l-4c¡ife

64
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Appendix B
Ashley River Gross-Sections

cRoss sEcnoN r

cRoss sEcTroN 5

olI'l

cRoss s€crroN 9

ASHLEY RIVER CROSS SECTIONS
LOC^lfD X€AR g¡-LOCx CRE€X

TL PEG TRUE LEFT AATX PEG

T R PEG ÎRUE RIGHT BÀ?¡f PEG

ESTIUATEO EA'¡( FULL gAfER LEVÉL
\g ACTU^L WATER LEVEL

Ç rarts - wtt-Loss
e-s SCRUE
ûr!r GRASS

HORIZONÍAL SCÀLE
VERfICAL SCALE

cRoss sEcTroN 7

LEGEIID

r ¡500
l: t50
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Appendix D
Field data form for 'Wolman' sediment sample, riffle at cross-seqtion 5,
channel 2.

COÀRSE SEDIHENT ÀNÀLYSIS

srre: r16ÌttÊ'l Cg BUt¡-c,¿É. Cl( HE¡¡¡ DTN4ETER:

DÀtE: ¡ (+- I -t I

coMMENrs, R¡FÊr.e 6) f.Sç, C-*ernÚet 2.
Size class (m¡n) Count in class Total in class Cunul. Total Cu¡nul' l

Iess than e I
8-1.I.3

rr.3-16 llll
\6-22.e il}{ I l¡
22.5-32 aìt¡

t2'_t.l lt.l
181-256

greater than 256 '

observer: ì51

I I t.5
I t.5

+s1,L
A ¡3 l'l?
5 tg z1,l

32-4s.3 lìt¡ nrt q 'L7 qo'cl

4s.3-64 .ììr ¡t{ lO 3J 5;6,1

64-eo.s 'ì¡n¡ lËt lO +7 'lt.L

ao. s-r2' ¡lr ih¡ lì+t r 5 ¿'¿ q 3'f
+ L6 lcô 'c

Total: LL

Field data form for bed character sampling at cross-sect¡on I (Transeet
method).

SIREÀ},I BED CHÀR"À TER

SITE: ASxuÉY R.rvù(. Ê.\ ßrr¡-r<r(.r( cRÈÈ(.

DÀTE: i5- ¡-8 I

COI.íMENTS: fìl X<¿ i .

Bed Tvpe Code Count in Total. in Class t of Overall
Class TotaI

Clay-silt ((0.062 ¡run) cs o

Sand (0.062-2rnrn) s lrr.l tttl q 15 5

Gravel (2-6¿¡¡nlll) G ,l iH S iil 31 L-r.L
Snall cobbles (64-t28run) SC Ìrt.t 1 tl I

La¡ge cobblcs (f28-256m¡n) I¡ t I i'1

Boulders (>256n¡¡) B o

Bedrock R c)

Plantmaterial P 1l 2 ?,+

Total l8 IOO.O

P. D. HASSELBERG, COVERNMENT PRINTER, WELLINGTON, NE\T ZEALAND-I982
745l5H--41Pt
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I{ATER AI{D SOIL I,ITSCELLAIIEdJS PUBLICATIOI{S

1. Rainfaììs and floods of Cyclone Alison, March 1975, on the north-eastern
Ruahine Range. P J Grant, N V Hawkins, ll Christie. ¡t-00 l97g

2. t{ater quality research in New Zeaìand 1977. salìy F Davis. t2-50 I97g

3. Liquid and waterborne wastes research in N Z 1977. s F Davis. t2-00 l97g

4. Synthetic detergents working party report. $l-00 lglg

5. l{ater quality control conmittee report. $l-00 l97g

6. suggestions for developing flow recormendations for in-stream uses of
New Zealand streams. J C Fraser. $1-00

7. Index to hydroìogical recording stations in New Zeaìand 1978. $Z-00

8. t'later rights for the Cìyde Dam, Clutha hydro power deveìopment. $l-50

9. Index to hydrological recording stations in New Zealand 1979. $2-00

10. tlater quaìity research in N Z 1978. Denise F Church. $3-00

11. Liquid and waterborne wastes research in N Z 1978. D F church. ¡2-00

12. Catctynent register for New Zealand. Volume 1. $8.00

13. N Z Recreational River Survey. Pt I : Introduction. G 0 & J H Egarr $5-00

14. NZRecRiverSurvey. Pt2: North Isìand rivers. GD&JH Egarr$5-00

15. NZRecRiverSurvey. Pt3: Sqqth Isìand rivers. GD&JHEgarr$IZ-00

16. l.lainea East Irrigation Scheme information booklet. (0ut of stock)

L7. Hawke's Bay Area Planning Study: Urban capabiìity assessrBnt. $4-00

18. Index to hydrologicaì recording stations in New Zealand 1980. $z-00

19. Rakaia water use and irrigatìon development. $3-00 D R Maidment,
tl J Lewthwaite, S G Hamblett.

Water quality research in New Zeaìand 1979. B J Biggs. $4-00

Liquid and waterborne wastes research in N Z 1979. B J Biggs. $Z-00

Baseìine water quaì!ty of the Manawatu llater Region IglT-lB.
K J Currie, B t,l Giìliland. $3.00

?3. Effects of land use on water quality - A review. R H S McColì &
Helen R Hughes. $5-00

24. Surmaries of water quaìity and mass transport data for Lake Taupo
Catctment, New Zeaìand. C J Schouten, l'l Terzaghi, y Gordon. $5.00

25. The report of the Water Quaìity Criteria ttorking party. t3-00

26. Handbook on mixing in rivers. J C Rutherford. 98-00

27. Index to hydroìogical recording stations in New Zealand 1981. 92.00

28, Bibìiography of Oceanography and Sedimentology for the Northland - Auckland
coast. T F l,l Harris & T Hume. $3.00

29. Aquatic Oxygen Seminar Proceedings, Hamiìton, l{ovember 1980. $5.00

1978

I978

1979

197 9

1980

1980

l98t

1981

198 I

198 I

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

I9BO

1980

l98l

1981

1981

198 I

l98l

\j

20.

21.

22.

Iê'4
I

ti

I
t:

'--*
¡t

1981

1982

(see also back cover)
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I{ATER A!{D S0IL MISCELLAl{E0US PUBLICAT¡0NS (cont'd)

30. Future Groundwater Research and Survey in New Zeaìand. $3.00

31. Land and water resource surveys of NZ: map coverage and reference lists.
C L Clark. ¡8.00

32. A procedure for characterising river channeìs. I'l P Mosely. $8.00

33. The Unlted States Environmental Protectlon Agency's 1980 ambient water
quality criterla: a compilatlon for use in NZ. D G Smith. $5.00

34 t'later Qual I ty Research in NZ, 1981. J S Gi fford. $5.00

35 Llquld and waterborne wastes research in NZ, 1981. J S Gifford. $3.00

1982

L982

1982

1982

1982

L982
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